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I. 

INFORMATIONAL STATEMENT  

 
I.  ANY RELATED OR PRIOR APPEAL?  None   
 
II.  BASIS OF SUPREME COURT JURISDICTION?  See Section V.         
 

(__) Check here if no basis for Supreme Court Jurisdiction is being asserted, 
or check below all applicable grounds on which Supreme Court Jurisdiction 
is asserted.                
 
(1)   X  Construction of Constitution of Arkansas                
(2) ___ Death penalty, life imprisonment    
(3) ___ Extraordinary writs                                      
(4) ___ Elections and election procedures                         
(5) ___ Discipline of attorneys                                   
(6) ___ Discipline and disability of judges    
(7) ___ Previous appeal in Supreme Court                          
(8) ___ Appeal to Supreme Court by law  
 

III.   NATURE OF APPEAL  
  
 (1) ___ Administrative or regulatory action    
 (2) ___ Rule 37    
 (3) ___ Rule on Clerk    
 (4) ___ Interlocutory appeal    
 (5) ___ Usury    
 (6) ___ Products liability 
 (7) ___ Oil, gas, or mineral rights                               
 (8) ___ Torts                                                   
 (9) ___ Construction of deed or will      
 (10) ___ Contract   
 (11) ___ Criminal 
 (12)   X  Other (Constitutional; Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6) and 15) 
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 Citizens for a Better Pope County, along with James Knight,1 filed a civil 

suit against Pope County Judge, Ben Cross, and the Quorum Court (QC) of Pope 

County for violating a citizen initiated county ordinance (Local Ordinance) that 

called for a local election before the County Judge or QC could issue support for a 

casino applicant under Constitutional Amendment 100.   This amendment included 

Pope County as an authorized location for one of four casinos in Arkansas, and it 

provided that the casino applicant “shall . . . submit either a letter of support from 

the county judge or a resolution from the quorum court in the county where the 

proposed casino is to be located.” Ark. Const. amend. 100, § 4(n).  Both Amend-

ment 100 and the Local Ordinance became effective on November 14, 2018. 

 On August 13, 2019, the QC violated the Local Ordinance by passing a reso-

lution of support for Cherokee Nation Businesses, LLC without first presenting the 

matter to a vote of the people as required by the Local Ordinance.  Following this 

action, the QC called three separate special meetings to repeal the Local Ordi-

nance.  CFABPC attempted to stop these meetings through temporary restraining 

orders, but was denied.  On the night of October 28, 2019, the QC repealed the Lo-

cal Ordinance.   

At the hearing on October 29, 2019, the Trial Court denied CFABPC’s Rule 

15 Motion to Supplement its pleadings.  The Trial Court went further and dis-
                                                 
1 Appellants may be hereinafter collectively referred to as, “CFABPC”. 
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missed CFABPC’s claim under Rule 12(b)(6) based on the constitutionality of the 

Local Ordinance and without allowing any discovery or evidence.  The Trial Court 

rejected the claims of CFABPC, who argued that the Local Ordinance could be 

read in harmony with the Arkansas Constitution and the Arkansas code.  CFABPC 

now brings this appeal.   

 
IV.  IS THE ONLY ISSUE ON APPEAL WHETHER THE EVIDENCE IS 
SUFFICIENT TO SUPPORT THE JUDGMENT?  No.      
  
V.   EXTRAORDINARY ISSUES?   

( X)  appeal presents issue of first impression,  
(__)  appeal involves issue upon which there is a perceived inconsistency in 

the decisions of the Court of Appeals or Supreme Court,  
(__)  appeal involves federal constitutional interpretation,  
( X)  appeal is of substantial public interest,  
( X)  appeal involves significant issue needing clarification or development 

of the law, or overruling of precedent,  
( X)  appeal involves significant issue concerning construction of statute, 

ordinance, rule, or regulation.  
  
VI.  CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.  

(1) Does the appeal involve confidential information as defined by Sections 
III(A)(11) and VII(A) of Administrative Order 19?   
 
_____Yes   __x__  No  

(2) If the answer is “yes,” then does this brief comply with Rule 4-1(d)?   

_____ Yes     _____ No 
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II. 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

 
1. Issues of Law 

a. Can Pope County Ordinance No. 2018-O-42 (hereinafter “Local Ordi-

nance”) be read in harmony with the Arkansas Casino Gaming Amendment of 

2018 (hereinafter “Amendment 100”) so as to uphold the will of local voters while 

not conflicting with Amendment 100?  Amendment 100 provides that a casino ap-

plicant “shall . . . submit either a letter of support from the county judge or a reso-

lution from the quorum court in the county where the proposed casino is to be lo-

cated.” Ark. Const. amend. 100, § 4(n).  The Local Ordinance requires the county 

judge or quorum court to refer “the question as to the issuance of support of a . . . 

Casino Applicant to a local election” before issuing the support called for under 

Amendment 100.  ADD 62-63.   

b. Based upon significant events that occurred the night before the hearing, 

were the Appellants entitled to amend their pleadings before the hearing proceeded 

and a final ruling was issued?  During the hearing on October 29, 2019, the court 

denied the Appellants’ Rule 15 Motion to Supplement their pleadings after the 

county repealed the Local Ordinance the night before the hearing.     

c. Did the Trial Court err in ruling on a question of law when the Arkansas 

standard for a 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss calls for sufficiently pleaded facts?  At 
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the hearing on October 29, 2019, the court dismissed the Appellants’ claim under 

Rule 12(b)(6), not on the basis of insufficient facts, but rather on a question of law 

as to the constitutionality of the Local Ordinance even though ambiguities may 

have existed in the language of both the ordinance and the amendment.  Evidence 

was not allowed to be presented at this hearing to clarify any such ambiguities. 

2. I express a belief, based on a reasoned and studied professional judgment, 

that this appeal raises the following questions of legal significance for jurisdiction-

al purposes:  issue of first impression, issue of substantial public interest, issue 

needing clarification or development of the law, and substantial questions of law 

concerning the validity of an ordinance of a county. 

This case presents an issue of first impression and an appeal involving sub-

stantial questions of law concerning the validity of a county ordinance.  While the 

Trial Court determined that the Local Ordinance was invalid because it conflicted 

with Amendment 100, the Arkansas appellate courts have never determined the 

scope of the local provisions embedded in Amendment 100.  Amendment 100 ex-

pressly states that the casino applicants must submit either “a letter of support from 

the county judge or a resolution of support from the quorum court.”  Ark. Const. 

amend. 100, § 4(n).  However, under Amendment 100, no express authority is 

granted to the county judge or quorum court as it relates to the issuance of support 

for a casino.  Yet the very same amendment does enumerate express duties to the 
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Arkansas Racing Commission and casino applicants.  It was this void of express 

authority for the county officials that prompted the Pope County citizens to create a 

local ordinance through initiative. This Court needs to determine whether the Local 

Ordinance is harmonious with the language and intent of Amendment 100.   

Additionally, this case presents an issue of substantial public interest:  while 

a majority of Arkansans passed Amendment 100 in the November 2018 general 

elections, over 60% of Pope County residents voted against the measure.  ADD 53.  

Additionally, nearly 70% of Pope County residents voted in favor of the Local Or-

dinance.  ADD 3, 9, 54.  Such statewide measures are likely to recur now that casi-

no gaming is authorized in Arkansas.  With statewide elections that have imposed 

and could potentially impose casinos on specific counties, the Arkansas Supreme 

Court needs to determine if measures such as the Local Ordinance are proper under 

the language of Amendment 100. 

Lastly, this appeal involves a significant issue needing clarification of the 

law as noted above.  Because casino gaming is now engrained in our state constitu-

tion and casino questions are novel to our state, the state’s highest court needs to 

weigh in and clarify these issues.   

For all of these reasons, the Supreme Court should hear and decide this case.  

 
By   /s/ Jerry L Malone                                       

          Attorney for Appellants James Knight  
            and CFABPC 
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III. 

POINTS ON APPEAL AND PRINCIPAL AUTHORITIES 

 
A. The Trial Court erred in granting the Appellees’ 12(b)(6) Motion to 

Dismiss by basing its decision on a question of law while the Arkansas 
standard calls for sufficiently pleaded facts. 

 
1. Appellants pleaded facts sufficient to support the allegations in 

their complaint. 
 
Ballard Group, Inc. v. BP Lubricants USA, Inc., 2014 Ark. 276, 436 
S.W.3d 445 (2014) 

 
Harmon v. Payne, 2020 Ark. 17, 592 S.W.3d 619 (2020) 
 

2. The Trial Court improperly ruled on an evaluation of the law ra-
ther than the sufficiency of the facts, particularly considering the 
ambiguity of the language in the law. 

 
Little Rock Cleaning Sys., Inc. v. Weiss, 326 Ark. 1007, 935 S.W.2d 
268 (1996) 
 
Ark. Dept. of Corr. v. Shults, 2018 Ark. 94, 541 S.W.3d 410 (2018) 

 
B. The Trial Court improperly denied a Rule 15 Motion to Supplement 

Pleadings when subsequent material facts altered the direction of the 
case. 
 
Cavalry SPV, LLC v. Anderson, 99 Ark. App. 309, 260 S.W.3d 331 (2007) 
 
Deer/Mt. Judea Sch. Dist. v. Kimbrell, 2013 Ark. 393, 430 S.W.3d 29 (2013) 
 

C. Pope County Ordinance 2018-O-42 is valid under the Arkansas Consti-
tution. 

 
1. Pope County Ordinance 2018-O-42 operates in harmony with Ar-

kansas Amendment 100. 
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Brock v. Townsell, 2009 Ark. 224, 309 S.W.3d 179 (2009)   
 
Wilson v. Walther, 2017 Ark. 279, 527 S.W.3d 709 (2017) 

 
2. Arkansas Amendment 100 does not grant power or authority to 

the Pope County Judge or Quorum Court. 
 
Ark. Const. Art. 2 §1 
 
Cochran v. Black, 240 Ark. 393, 395–96, 400 S.W.2d 280, 282 (1966) 
 

3. Pope County Ordinance 2018-O-42 does not unlawfully regulate 
casino gaming according to Ark. Code. Ann. 14-14-806(4). 
 
Tindall v. Searan, 192 Ark. 173, 90 S.W.2d 476, 478 (1936) 
 
Ark. Const. Art. 5 § 1 
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V. 

ABSTRACT 

 
A. September 30, 2019, Hearing 

1.  Introduction of Counsel: 
 

MR. STORY: Travis Story and Greg Payne for Jim Knight and Citizens for a 

Better Pope County (CFABPC). Supplemental Record (“SR”) 1. 

MR. ROE: Coby Roe with the Daily & Woods firm here on behalf of the de-

fendants, along with Mr. Clay McCall. SR1. 

MR. RICHARDSON: Scott Richardson, Dustin McDaniel and Bart Calhoun for 

Cherokee Nation Businesses.  SR1. 

 
2.  Opening Statement on Behalf of CFABPC by Mr. Story: 
 

MR. STORY: Taking up the issue of the Motion to Dismiss, I agree that emer-

gency temporary restraining order to withhold or enjoin the meet-

ing of the quorum court that night is moot, which explains the 

amended petition to shift to a mandamus-type of remedy. SR2–3.  

There was a response to CFABPC’s amended complaint for 

which we have not had time to adequately reply. The amended 

complaint happened last week, so we have not had time to respond 

to that. We would ask that the Motion to Dismiss not be heard to-
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day so that we can brief the Court on that issue. SR3. We believe 

there is going to be some evidence that we will need to present and 

that has come to light even just here in the past couple of days. 

SR3–4. We think we have to have those, and I plan on issuing 

some subpoenas for those. SR4. 

 
3.  Opening Statement on Behalf of Pope County by Mr. Roe: 
 

MR. ROE: The plaintiffs initiated this action by filing their first Complaint or 

their first Petition on August 13. Thereafter, two days later on Au-

gust 15, defendants filed their first Motion to Dismiss. As the 

Court just stated moments ago, plaintiffs amended on September 4, 

and the defendants recently filed another Motion to Dismiss. I’d 

have no objection if the Court and plaintiffs would like to hear all 

of those at one time instead of taking them up, two bites at the ap-

ple. SR4. There is no testimony anticipated on the Motion to Dis-

miss, and we stand on our affidavit. SR5. 

 
4.  Ruling by the Trial Court on Motion to Dismiss for Improper Service: 
 

THE COURT: The Court will deny your Motion to Dismiss on that matter. SR5. 

Findings: At the time this person was talking to the process server 

does not appear to me that he was serving papers so he had no duty 
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to show any identification or anything of that nature per Adminis-

trative Order No. 20. The facts don’t fit based on the affidavit so 

that will be denied. SR5.  

 
5.  Statement on Behalf of CFABPC by Mr. Story on Motion to Inter-

vene: 
 

MR. STORY: I would like to be briefly heard on the Motion to Intervene. We do 

not feel that the intervenors have shown that they have either a 

right or would be permissibly able to intervene in this case simply 

because they have already got somebody who is well representing 

their interests and they are aligned with the county and the county 

officials. SR6. 

This is one of those cases where, as we laid out in our brief, 

their interest is purely speculative.  They do not have a license; 

they have merely filed an application for a license so to say they 

have some kind of right here is just something that is simply not 

true.  And even if we look at the racing commission’s own rules—

which we have cited in our brief—it would say that there is no 

right that they would have under any of the racing commission 

standards. SR6. 
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So, intervention is not appropriate for the proposed interve-

nors as they are already well represented and those interests are 

well represented by current defense counsel. SR6. I do not believe 

they have shown the Court how they have an interest that is differ-

ent than that. SR7. 

 
6.  Statement on Behalf of Cherokee Nation Businesses, LLC, (CNB) by 

Mr. Richardson on Motion to Intervene: 
 

MR. RICHARDSON: Mr. Story addressed Rule 24 intervention. We request in-

tervention under Rule 19 as well, which is not concerned about 

whether or not your interests are adequately represented by a 

standing party. It asks only if you have an interest relating to the 

subject matter of the action and whether, as a practical matter, the 

action might impair or impede your ability to protect that interest. 

SR7. 

So we have a recognized interest in this matter. We have an 

economic development contract with the county for the resolution 

of support that the county had passed and offered to CNB. SR8. 

This case is about that resolution of support. If that gets taken 

away by the Court, that will be a deprivation of our property right 

and our contract with the county. As the Court knows, Rule 19 and 
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Rule 24 concern the due process rights of litigants. So, if we have a 

property right, then we have a right to be heard before we are de-

prived of that right. SR8.  

Under Rule 19, most of what Mr. Story argued does not real-

ly matter. What matters is whether or not we have an interest in the 

subject matter and whether or not this position may, as a practical 

matter, impair or impede that and we certainly meet that standard. 

SR8. 

We contend that we are also entitled to intervene under Rule 

24 because the same standards apply but also, with all due respect 

to the county, they are not an adequate representative of CNB be-

cause we are two sides of that contract that we have a property in-

terest in. SR8–9.  Although we work together under that contract, 

our interests in it are not aligned like they should be under Rule 24 

before you would deny party intervention in a matter where their 

property interest might be deprived. SR9. 

So, we have plenty of standing. I think it is fairly standard for 

a party to a contract to be allowed to intervene to protect their in-

terest in that contract. We have a property interest regardless of 
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whether the racing commission grants or denies the application. 

The property contract is the contract that is effective now. SR9. 

With respect to whether the contract is contingent upon us 

actually receiving a license, there are actions contemplated under 

the contract to continue on like is common in contracts. SR9. You 

enter the contract for future actions. SR9–10. But that contract is 

effective now. If the county decided to [rescind] the resolution of 

support, then CNB would have rights to enforce their rights under 

that contract and that exists whether or not we are at the racing 

commission or a license has been granted. SR10. 

So at this point, we do have a present property right in that 

contract that is enforced and the result of this proceeding may im-

pair or impede that, and our interests are not the same as the coun-

ty’s in that contract.  SR10. 

 
7.  Statement on Behalf of Pope County by Mr. Roe on Motion to Inter-

vene: 
 

MR. ROE: On behalf of defendants, we did not file a response to CNB’s Mo-

tion to Intervene and the county has no objection to the request to 

intervene.  SR10. 
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8.  Statement on Behalf of CFABPC by Mr. Story on Motion to Inter-
vene: 

 
MR. STORY: Rule 19 deals with joinder of a party that is necessary to this pro-

ceeding. Where we get off track is following the logic—that Your 

Honor already kind of figured out—is this contract is really not the 

issue of this particular litigation.  SR11. 

This particular litigation has to do with whether or not the 

county acted appropriately in the way they handled themselves in 

issuing the resolution to the racing commission and jumping over 

an ordinance that is valid here in Pope County.  SR11. 

Even when just looking at the pure rule, the goal of Rule 19 

is simply to ask whether a full resolution of this case may be had 

with or without a member and the proposed intervenor.  SR11.  In 

this case, it can because they do not have a current property inter-

est in that the application before both the racing commission and 

whether or not this case would even allow them to get that far to 

whether their contract could even be executed or be fulfilled is just 

simply not something that they are needed for in this piece of liti-

gation.  SR11–12.  So, both under Rule 24 and Rule 19, we would 

ask that you deny their intervention.  SR 12. 
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9.  Ruling by the Court on Motion to Intervene: 
 

THE COURT: I think from the pleadings that have been filed up to this point sub-

sequent to what I am going to decide today addresses the proposed 

intervenor, some of their issues that they may have in this.  SR12. 

The first issue is Declaratory Judgment that Amendment 100 

unconstitutionally conflicts with Amendment 14. The second issue 

is Declaratory Judgment that Resolution 2019-014, which is the 

support for Cherokee to have the letter or the resolution of support 

from the quorum court being invalid due to violation of Ordinance 

Number 2018-042. The next one is Declaratory Judgment that 

Pope County judge and quorum court members met in secret in vi-

olation of the FOIA. SR12. Lastly, there is the writ of mandamus 

relief being requested.  SR12–13.  

In addition to what Mr. Richardson is arguing, you also al-

leged that there were lobbyists representing CNB as well as quor-

um court members in these secret meetings. I think this elevates 

their interest a little bit more here in terms of making sure that they 

can defend because allegations have been made on their end of it.  

SR13. 
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Long story short, I think I will grant the permissive type of 

intervention. This is going to be conditional. Cherokee can partici-

pate with respect to all of the issues. That’s going to be developed 

factually. I do not know where you all are at with that and we may 

need some time to get these things set.  SR13. 

So that motion is granted on permissive. If I determine after 

looking through this some more, and add some conditions to you, 

I’ll determine what those are. I may hear some thoughts from ei-

ther side on the defendant’s part of it.  SR13. 

 
10.  Discussion of Hearing to Address Remaining Issues: 
 

THE COURT: That takes care of what we had set for today. These pleadings have 

come in as this case was set on those issues. So, to accomplish 

more, I think we need to wait until you all have an opportunity to 

plead more if you like or offer evidence. We will get it set for a 

hearing. If anyone is offering any testimony, evidence or anything 

of that nature, that will be the time to do it. Otherwise we will just 

hear arguments and then I will make my decision.  SR14. 

MR. RICHARDSON: I think as far as the county’s second Motion to Dismiss 

and the Motion to Dismiss that we tendered with our Motion to In-

tervene, those are just legal arguments so I don’t know. It’s testing 
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the sufficiency of the complaints. SR14. It may develop differently 

as we go through the pleadings but I would not anticipate presenta-

tion of evidence at the next hearing, but that is up to the Court. 

SR14–15. 

THE COURT: Issues one and three may, in my view of what I am looking at 

here, call for something like that. I am not going to give advisories 

what I am thinking about but you all are well-trained and know the 

law. You can check and see if we need some proof on those mat-

ters.  SR15. 

MR. STORY: The issue I think that is important as we have stated in our emer-

gency Motion for Relief and even in the current Amended Com-

plaint is November 18 is the date that I think is coming. And so I 

understand that there is going to be a Motion to Dismiss tendered 

and that will be something we will have to respond to. But if the 

Court would allow us to set a hearing prior to that time period, I 

think it would behoove us all.  SR15.  

MR. RICHARDSON: Cherokee Nation Business is prepared to move as quickly 

as the Court would like.  SR16. 

MR. STORY:  I think we could do it sooner than thirty days.  SR16. 
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THE COURT:  I really think you all have most of everything developed up to this 

point by your additional pleadings. I do not know how much more 

you could add to it unless there is some evidence or testimony that 

needs to be taken.  SR16. 

 

B. October 29, 2019, Hearing 

1.  Argument on Behalf of CFABPC by Mr. Story on Motion to Supple-
ment Pleadings: 

 
THE COURT: Mr. Story, I will allow you to proceed and take up everything you 

think the Court needs to hear today and then allow the defendants 

and intervenors to respond to your arguments.  I want to make sure 

we cover all of the pleadings that have been filed so we that we 

have a sufficient Final Order for whoever needs it.  RECORD 

(“R”) 415. 

MR. STORY: Your honor the plaintiff first requests to supplement their plead-

ings under Rule 15. R415–416. There was an additional quorum 

court meeting last night whereby the quorum court used an emer-

gency—.  R416.  

THE COURT: I entered an order to deny the motion for Temporary Restraining 

Order or Preliminary Injunction.  Does that carry it further?  R416. 
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MR. STORY: It does not, Your Honor.  That is part of the reason why the plain-

tiffs would simply ask for this. What took place last night was 

simply a repeal of the ordinance that the citizens had overwhelm-

ingly passed through their initiative petitions.  R416. This action 

effectively requires additional counts that the plaintiffs need to ad-

dress and adds a whole new set of facts by that alters previous 

counts in Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint substantially. R416–7.  

For those reasons, plaintiff requests an opportunity to supplement 

the pleadings.  R417.  It also impacts this very hearing today.  

R417. 

 
2.  Ruling on Motion to Supplement Pleadings: 
 

THE COURT: As far as what the pleadings are and what the decisions, the issues 

that the Court is faced with the pleadings up to this point in time, 

the Court does not find any relevance whatsoever to whether or not 

that ordinance was repealed or not repealed.  It holds no difference 

to what we are doing here today one way or the other.  Therefore, I 

will deny your request for supplemental pleadings, because I see 

no relevance to what we are doing here today.  R417. 

MR. STORY: For my clients to not be barred by res judicata or any other issue I 

really feel the need to amend our pleadings considering any Final 
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Order that may result from today’s proceedings.  So, we simply 

ask the Court to let us do that.  R418. 

THE COURT: Unless you can tell me specifically what proposed or what proffer 

of facts would cause your pleadings to change what we are doing 

here today, which is questioning the constitutionality of Amend-

ment 100, and how it may conflict with Amendment 14, and the ef-

fects of all of these things with the county ordinance that was sub-

ject to repeal, and the county ordinance that caused a letter of sup-

port.  R418.  

I believe those are the issues here today and whether or not a 

repeal of 2018-O-42—I do not see how any of that action makes 

one bit of difference in what we are doing here today.  R418.  Can 

you tell me how it does?  R418-9. 

MR. STORY: I would proffer that there is more than one way to submit the coun-

ty’s support to the racing commission.  One way is through a letter 

from the county judge, another is through a resolution from the 

quorum court.  

What took place last night is they effectively repealed the or-

dinance, which we believe was done improperly for a myriad of 

reasons, the most important being the lack of notice of what the 
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emergency was; and that the emergency, which was declared in 

order to actually pass the ordinance and have it go into effect.  I 

believe the emergency ordinance is Ordinance 19-O-016.  That is 

the new one that was passed last which effectively repealed ordi-

nance 18-O-42.  R419.  So, by that action, being done in a manner 

that violated the state statute in dealing with the emergency clause 

it provides another path.  R419-20. 

THE COURT:  I thought of that issue and came that close to coming down to the 

meeting last night.  But after I thought about what we are looking 

at, if I followed your argument, emergency clause:  You took issue 

with whether there was an emergency and whether there was a suf-

ficient basis stated.  You did not state what it was in your pleading 

so I had no way of knowing.  But then it came to me after reading 

this that that’s why they’re there.  R420. 

Your request is premature as far as an emergency.  That was 

part of the notice is to discuss or whatever 2018-O-42 and declare 

emergency.  Well, they had not done anything yet.  That is a legis-

lative act by a governing body.  R420. 

You could not have known what it was; up to that point, they 

had not conducted their business yet.  R420–421.  Like I said, I 
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came close.  I was looking at it but, there was nothing in existence 

at that point in time.  R421. 

MR. STORY: Your Honor, I think that is part of the violative act that they should 

have provided notice of that.  R421. 

THE COURT: The case you cited was something that occurred way after the fact. 

They actually stated in writing what the emergency was regarding 

as far as a quorum of members not being present, and they changed 

that to where they just gave them a certain amount of notice and 

then they went back to the original draft of 1952 or something. 

R421.  

It was kind of a preemptive strike on your part when you do 

not know what the emergency is.  No one knew what the emergen-

cy was yet because it had yet to be legislated.  R421.  I still do not 

know what it is from my seat, but you were asking for an injunc-

tion and restraining order.  R421-2.  So, that to me doesn’t change 

anything we are doing now.  Again, I will deny your Motion to 

Supplement Pleadings.  R422.  
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3.  Argument on Behalf of CFABPC by Mr. Story on Motions to Dis-
miss: 

 
MR. STORY: So, for the rest of the hearing I believe we are here for the Court’s 

letter in response to defense counsel not having any evidence being 

taken on their Motion to Dismiss and the intervenor’s Motion to 

Dismiss.  We are here today on the Intervenor’s Motion to Dismiss 

and then the Defendant’s Motion to Dismiss. Other than what I 

have already raised I do not think there is anything else that is to be 

heard today.  R422. 

THE COURT: Yes.  We needed this day and I appreciated the letter he sent. I may 

have gotten a little sidetracked as far as trying to get everything 

done in one hearing and trying to move things more quickly than 

what they could be done.  These are the Motions to Dismiss.  

R422.  Do you just stand on your pleadings then?  R422–3. 

MR. STORY: I am happy to respond to them.  R423.  

THE COURT: I am giving you a chance to make any arguments that you would 

like to make.  R423.  

MR. STORY: I misunderstood.  I thought we were talking about what we were 

going to hear today and then we would have argument time later.  

It was their motion, so I was going to let them—.  R423.  
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THE COURT: You have offered to amend your pleadings, and I have denied that. 

To the extent we are not taking evidence or testimony or anything 

like that, you are up on your arguments.  R423.  

MR. STORY: I do not know if defendants and intervenors will argue anything 

different than they have pleaded, so I reserve the right to amend 

this.  R423.  

Defendants and Intervenors have laid out several things that 

they believe we have yet to sufficiently plead in our complaint.  

We ask the Court to deny their Motions to Dismiss for the follow-

ing reasons.  R423.  

One, as to the FOIA requests.  There have been various re-

quests that have said we have failed to plead specific facts.  I be-

lieve we have pled sufficient facts in that while we have given 

generalities of various members of the quorum court have met, 

they have done this in secret in violation of the FOIA and that is 

one of our claims.  We have sufficiently pled that.  R423. 

Defendants and intervenors would have us list each and every 

time they violated the FOIA, and to that extent I believe we can 

now come closer to doing that. But the actual Petition that we have 

is sufficient because one time of the quorum court secretly meeting 
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with prospective applicants is a violation and puts them on notice 

of the facts we have plead.  So we would ask that count not be 

dismissed.  R423. 

With regards to the issue of the unconstitutionality of 

Amendment 100, we believe we have sufficiently pled that 

Amendment 100 is in violation of Amendment 14 in that it pro-

vides for control to the State without having local control in specif-

ic counties, which Amendment 14 prohibits.  R424–5.   

Since I am going first, I am guessing that defendants and in-

tervenors might today argue that the emergency ordinance repeal-

ing the former Ordinance 18-O-42 changes that, but we argue it 

does not.  The only way to harmonize Amendment 14 and 

Amendment 100 is to provide local control which is exactly what 

Ordinance 18-O-42 would be.  Without that, Amendment 100 is 

going to violate Amendment 14 and therefore as to that part it be-

comes unconstitutional.  So we believe we have stated sufficient 

facts within our Amended Complaint to show that.  R425.  

As to the argument regarding the failure to name the racing 

commission in this suit, there is a Pulaski County suit, and accord-

ing to the code, the proper place to name any state agency is in Pu-
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laski County.  R425-6.  We are not asking for relief from this 

Court as to the racing commission. I do not believe that this would 

be either the proper jurisdiction or the proper place to name the 

racing commission individually, although it has been done in Pu-

laski County.  If the Court were to find that the racing commission 

is needed, we would simply in the alternative ask the Court to al-

low us to amend to name the racing commission if we have got to 

bring them in.  We would ask the Court to find that that is not a 

proper reason to dismiss.  R426. 

And as to their final issue of whether Ordinance 18-O-42 can 

be harmonized with Amendment 100, the answer is, “yes.”  R426. 

As we state in our Amended Complaint, the drafter of the Amend-

ment, Nate Steel, is on the record and we cite the Court to one of 

the interviews that he did that shows there has always been a desire 

for local control, desire for there even to be an election. R426–7. 

The ordinance does not add to the Constitution.  The Consti-

tution puts in the local control already.  This is merely the people 

of Pope County enacting an ordinance that governs the elected of-

ficials of Pope County.  It adds a requirement before they are to 

submit a resolution or letter that they should have gone and sub-
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mitted that to a vote of the people.  We believe that is proper, that 

is a valid way to harmonize both Amendment 100 and the ordi-

nance.  And to specifically say that the ordinance adds something 

to the constitutional amendment is just an overreach.  R427.     

I think it has always been contemplated in Amendment 100 

that a local election could chill the effect of ever having a casino in 

Pope County. R427. The ordinance is just the mechanism by which 

the people can speak to their elected representatives and say we do 

or do not want a casino in Pope County.  There is no requirement 

in Amendment 100 that there be a casino in Pope County.  Every-

body points to the language that said the racing commission shall 

issue a license, but that presupposes that something else has hap-

pened.  Even in Amendment 100 it presupposes that there has been 

a letter or a resolution.  There are no directives inside Amendment 

100 making that either have to happen or have to happen within a 

certain time period.  So I think the argument that says we have to 

have one is disingenuous because there is not a requirement in 

Amendment 100 to have any casino in Pope County.  R428. 

THE COURT: Would that not be contrary to the draft of the ordinance itself, 

when it roughly says it’s not that we don’t want a casino we just 
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want to have some say on whether the support letter is issued or 

not?  R428. 

MR. STORY: I think that is why it can be read in harmony.  It is not saying “no” 

to a casino.  It is just putting in a mechanism whereby allowing the 

people to have the ultimate local control.  R429. 

THE COURT: As to who it is or whether you get one?  R429. 

MR. STORY: I think the way the ordinance is contemplated it’s for the judge or 

the local officials to bring forth the best candidate and then to put 

on the ballot for the people to vote for the best candidate.  R429. 

THE COURT: I agree that’s how I think it reads.  But back to the original ques-

tion:  Could it not have a chilling effect on whether a letter is ever 

allowed?  R429.  

MR. STORY: I think that is the same effect that was already built into Amend-

ment 100.  The Local Ordinance has already been built into 

Amendment 100 and this does not change that. R429. If there were 

no requirement for a letter or requirement for a resolution, then the 

ordinance might be in violation of Amendment 100, but without 

that—.  R429–30. 
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I am saying that it doesn’t matter what the county judge, the 

city council, or what the quorum court says, it matters what the 

people say.  R430. 

THE COURT: That is not what Amendment 100 says.  R430. 

MR. STORY: I think that’s a dual process as we discussed before. It does matter 

what the county judge says and what the quorum court says.  They 

could have very easily decided that, in this case, Cherokee Nation 

Businesses were the one they felt was the best applicant to put 

forward. And instead of them voting directly on the resolution, 

they could have submitted it to be voted on by the people.  R430. 

That would have done both: qualified under the ordinance and 

Amendment 100 and allowed the people of Pope County determine 

whether they are going to be for or against Cherokee Nation Busi-

nesses being the casino.  R430–1. 

If it failed to pass, it would have allowed somebody else to be 

brought forward and it would have gone until either it was success-

ful or ultimately Pope County’s will is simply reflective of what it 

was at the original vote when they said overwhelmingly no, we do 

not want Amendment 100 and yes, we do not want the ordinance 
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because we want local control and we want to be able to say what 

is going to happen to us.  R431. 

I will rest now but would like to potentially reserve some re-

buttal time.  R431.  

THE COURT: I think you have addressed all four issues that we are dealing with 

today.  R431. 

 
4.  Argument on Behalf of Pope County by Mr. Roe on Motions to Dis-

miss: 
 

MR. ROE:  As the Court indicated earlier, we are here on Defendant’s Motion 

to Dismiss filed pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) of the Arkansas Rules of 

Civil Procedure. And defendants lay out several arguments relative 

to Plaintiff’s Amended Petition.  One of the claims is for declarato-

ry judgment that Amendment 100 is unconstitutional because it 

conflicts with Amendment 14 of the Constitution.  R432. 

Amendment 14 simply prohibits the General Assembly from 

enacting special or local legislation, that’s all it prohibits on its 

face.  It has no effect on a constitutional amendment like Amend-

ment 100.  R432.  

The case law the plaintiffs cited in their briefing, Smith v. 

Cole, does not give any indication that Amendment 14 has any ef-
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fect on a subsequent constitutional amendment, because that case 

dealt with an act of the General Assembly.  R432–3.  There has 

been no other applicable case law cited, and I have found no case 

law that suggests Amendment 14 has any application to the consti-

tutional amendment.  The shortest way to the conclusion proffered 

by the defendants is that the claim must fail on its face. Amend-

ment 14 has no application to Amendment 100.  R433. 

Even if we accepted that it did, Amendment 100, which is an 

act after Amendment 14, prevails over Amendment 14.  I believe 

we have cited case law in our brief to say that supports that propo-

sition.  R433.   

Secondly, the next claims we would like to address are the 

two FOIA violation claims, and defendants have two arguments 

with respect to that claim. R433. The plaintiffs claim the defend-

ants violated the open-meeting provision of FOIA and the relief 

they request is an order mandating the defendants to rescind the 

August 13 resolution.  R434.  

Defendant’s first argument regarding why that claim fails is 

because there is a failure to assert sufficient facts to state a claim 

for violation.  If you look at Plaintiff’s Amended Petition, the 
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Court should accept those factual allegations, and the only factual 

allegation relative to that claim is that the defendants met in secret. 

In Plaintiff’s Response, they assert:  “Any secret meeting during 

which county business is discussed is a violation of FOIA.” And 

that is just not true pursuant to cases of the Arkansas Supreme 

Court.  R434. 

There have been a few that have come out of the Sebastian 

County area.  R434.  But there was a case earlier this year in June, 

the Wade case cited in our briefs, involving discussions between 

City Board of Directors among themselves about a potential item 

that was going to come before the board at a public meeting.  

R434–5. The Arkansas Supreme Court held that email discussions 

which did not take any action did not violate the open-meeting 

provision of FOIA.  R435. 

Plaintiffs have made no allegation that defendants had a se-

cret meeting where some sort of action was taken.  They recognize 

and plead that the August 13 resolution was enacted at an open, 

properly noticed public meeting.  A majority of the quorum court 

members voted in its favor.  So, defendants assert that plaintiffs 
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failed to plead sufficient facts to maintain that FOIA violation and 

ask the Court to dismiss this claim.  R435. 

The second attack I have with respect to the FOIA claim in-

volves the writ of mandamus, the request that the Order mandate 

that the defendants rescind the resolution.  R435. 

Most FOIA cases involve a plaintiff seeking injunctive relief, 

prohibiting a governmental body from doing something improper 

again, such as telling them not to send emails, telling them not to 

discuss business outside of an open meeting.  R435–6.  

There are events where a court can invalidate an action of the 

governing body if it violates the FOIA, and that is what plaintiffs 

essentially seek because an Order rescinding the action would have 

the effect of invaliding the August 13 resolution.  But before a 

court can invalidate a legislative action, the plaintiffs must have 

given the defendant an opportunity to address the issue so they can 

fix it themselves if there was an issue—an opportunity to cure. 

Here, the plaintiffs have not pleaded that they have afforded de-

fendants any opportunity to cure the purported FOIA violation. 

R436. 
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Even if there was a FOIA violation by the quorum court, 

plaintiffs should not be entitled to the relief that they seek. As rec-

ognized by the plaintiffs, the resolution was properly enacted at a 

noticed open public meeting of the Pope County Quorum Court. 

There has not been any allegation by the plaintiffs that there was a 

FOIA issue relative to that August 13 meeting when the resolution 

was enacted.  Therefore, an Order directing the defendants to re-

scind that resolution is not appropriate, and I think we could easily 

envision a scenario where it would be appropriate.  R437.  

For example, let’s say you have a quorum court that has a 

meeting but they do not give proper notice to the media or anyone 

who has requested it under the open-meetings provision and for 

whatever reason—negligence or not necessarily malfeasance—

they do not give proper notice and they have a meeting and enact 

an ordinance.  R437.  Then someone says, “you took action at a 

meeting and there was no notice,” and they were given an oppor-

tunity to cure it.  R437–8.  

They obviously don’t have another meeting and take that ac-

tion again at a properly noticed public meeting and if they failed to 

do that—to seize the opportunity to cure—then it would be appro-
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priate for a Trial Court to come in and say, “yeah, you violated it 

because you did not give notice; I am going to undo your ordi-

nance that you passed because you did not give notice to the public 

as you are supposed to do.”  R437-8.  That would be the proper 

scenario where the invalidation of a legislative action would be 

proper.  R438. 

The next issue is plaintiff’s claim for Declaratory Judgment 

that resolution 2019-R-4 is invalid based on not following the pro-

cedures set forth in Ordinance 2018-O-42. R438.  Defendants 

maintain that the ordinance is unconstitutional because it conflicts 

with Amendment 100.  Amendment 100 and the Arkansas Racing 

Commission rules set forth requirements of the casino applicants to 

submit an application.  And one of those requirements is that for an 

applicant to operate a casino in this county submit either a letter 

from the county judge or a resolution of support from the quorum 

court of the county.  That language is in Amendment 100 and 

demonstrates that the county judge and the quorum court had in-

herent power and authority to determine which applicant receives 

those support documents, whether it be a resolution or a letter. Fur-

ther, that language demonstrates that those officials necessarily 
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have discretion to determine which applicant that they want to is-

sue those support documents to.  R439. 

The ordinance—2018-O-42—was an initiated measure en-

acted by the electorate of Pope County at the general election of 

2018.  R439.  It requires an election to be held before the county 

judge or quorum court can issue those support documents.  In fact, 

the ordinance says that the electorate must approve and authorize 

those county officials before they can issue those support docu-

ments.  R440. 

Defendants maintain that that language of the Ordinance is a 

clear and obvious restriction and prohibition on the county offi-

cials’ authority as granted by Amendment 100.  Section 3.1 of the 

ordinance is titled, “Restriction on the county judge until author-

ized by vote of the people.”  Similarly, 3.2 is a restriction on the 

quorum court until authorized by a vote of the people.  R440. 

Amendment 100 does not permit such restriction or prohibi-

tion on those county officials.  This would not only have a chilling 

effect as mentioned earlier, but it could, as plaintiffs recognize in 

their Response to Cherokee Nations Businesses’ Motion to Dis-

miss at Page 3, act as a complete bar to the application for a casino 
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license if Pope County voters reject the issuance of a letter or reso-

lution of support.  R440-1.  

I agree with the Court that if a county official determines we 

want to support this applicant, it may not matter.  In fact, under the 

ordinance, it does not matter because the voters have the authority 

to trump that discretion and if they do not agree with the support 

documents being issued; those county officials cannot do it.  So it 

is the voters who have the authority under the ordinance, which is 

contrary to the authority that was given to those officials under the 

constitutional amendment.  R441. 

In response to the Motion to Dismiss, the plaintiffs have as-

serted that Amendment 100 is silent on the issue of whether a local 

county can have this ordinance, and if it is silent, then it is so pro-

hibited.  R441–2.  This is a fallacy that is demonstrated by several 

cases.  One that I will bring to the Court’s attention is Allred v. 

McLoud, 343 Ark. 35, that dealt with a Madison County Local Or-

dinance that attempted to place term limits on certain county offi-

cials, including justices of the peace, the county judge and some 

others.  The case went to the Arkansas Supreme Court to determine 

whether it violated the Constitution in Article 7, Section 41 which 
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sets out the eligibility requirements for a justice of the peace.  That 

section said that a justice of the peace must be a qualified elector 

and resident of the township.  R442. 

The Constitution did not speak to term limits for a justice of 

the peace. It was silent on that.  R442.  But the Arkansas Supreme 

Court concluded it did not mean that the county was free to enact 

those limits because that was an additional requirement or qualifi-

cation for that county official, and the Court struck it down as un-

constitutional.  R442–3. 

Returning to this case, simply because an amendment does 

not expressly say Pope County is prohibited from requiring an 

election, that is not necessary for this Court to conclude there is a 

conflict or the ordinance is unconstitutional.  R443. 

The final argument we have asserted relative to the ordi-

nance’s unconstitutionality is that it is an improper regulation of 

gambling which is prohibited by Arkansas Code Annotated 14-14-

806.  And that section of the code provides that a quorum court 

cannot exercise legislative power to regulate any form of gambling 

unless authorized by the general assembly.  R443.  
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There is no statute or constitutional provision which permits 

the election that’s mandated by Ordinance 2018-O-42, and I think 

the election is an obvious regulation or restriction of gambling be-

cause a casino applicant cannot submit its application until that 

election.  R443–4.  So it is an obvious restriction on it until the 

voters approved that measure, or approve the letter or resolution 

being issued.  Therefore, the ordinance conflicts with that statute 

and Article 5, Section 1 of the Constitution, because it conflicts 

with a statute or a general law of the state, it is also unconstitution-

al.  R444.  

The final thing I would address is plaintiff’s separate request 

for mandamus, asking the Court to enter an order mandating the 

defendants rescind of the resolution of August 13.  That relief 

hinges on the constitutionality of the ordinance.  Even so, manda-

mus would be an inappropriate remedy.  Mandamus is appropriate 

when a public officer is required to do a plain and specific duty 

which requires no exercise of discretion or official judgment ac-

cording to the Clowers case that we have in our brief. R444.  

The Arkansas Supreme Court also held that a Writ of Man-

damus will not fly to control or review matters of discretion in 
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Carroll v. Hobbs, 2014 Ark. 395.  R444–5.  Mandamus should on-

ly be granted by the Court when it is directed towards a purely 

ministerial duty of a government official.  Rescinding the resolu-

tion is not a purely ministerial duty.  It is a discretionary measure 

by the county, so the mandamus is not the appropriate relief.  

R445. 

Even more fundamental is that, according to the Arkansas 

Supreme Court, a mandamus is a discretionary remedy which is 

only available if a plaintiff has no other adequate remedy.  Plaintiff 

has asked this Court to enter Declaratory Judgment rendering the 

resolution invalid and of no legal effect.  If the Court were to do 

that, it would kill the resolution.  R445.  It would be invalid and 

you would not need a mandamus directing the county to rescind it. 

R445–6.  So, the plaintiffs have an appropriate remedy, which is to 

ask this Court to declare the resolution invalid, which they have 

done.  If the Court does that, we do not have to get to mandamus.  

Your Honor, that is all I have prepared and would be happy 

to answer any questions you have.  R446.  
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5.  Argument on Behalf of CNB by Mr. Richardson on Motions to Dis-
miss: 

 
MR. RICHARDSON: Good morning, Your Honor. Scott Richardson for Chero-

kee Nation Businesses, Intervenor.  Mr. Roe has done a good job 

of covering the issues so I’m going to try not to replow too much 

ground.  Mr. Story is trying hard to form arguments without much 

law to support them.  Particularly the claim that the Constitution is 

unconstitutional is easily dispensed with.  R446.  

There is black letter of law that if an argument is correct, that 

Amendment 100 conflicts with Amendment 14, the latter controls 

the former.  R446–7.  This is repeal by implication.  I do not think 

I have to go that far here to find the repeal by implication because 

the two amendments work separately.  Amendment 14 does not 

control other amendments of the Constitution.  Either way, plain-

tiff’s argument loses.  If there’s not a direct conflict, then their 

claim loses.  If there is a direct conflict or there’s a repeal by im-

plication, Amendment 100 carries the day.  R447.  

As far as the additional qualification argument of the ordi-

nance, the Court’s questions did a good job of bringing out the is-

sue there.  Amendment 100 gives the county judge and the quorum 

court the discretion to support a casino.  R447.  The ordinance 
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gives some discretion to the city, but since we are just talking 

about the county here today I will stick with that. R447–8. The or-

dinance would prohibit that.  If the county judge wanted to support 

a casino applicant and the quorum court wanted to support a casino 

applicant—which is what we have here—the ordinance stands as a 

bar to that if it is valid.  If it is not valid because it is an additional 

qualification, that is not allowed by Amendment 100. R448. 

There’s a reference to Nate Steel and a YouTube video but 

none of that is relevant.  What matters is what’s in the four corners 

of the document and what the amendment actually says.  There are 

reasons courts do not look at what sponsors or other people who 

are advocating an amendment say it means because as written it 

could mean something quite different.  There may also be postur-

ing going on.  R448. 

What the amendment means here is quite clear and that is the 

people, through Amendment 100, chose to give local input to the 

people of Pope County through their elected representatives.  

R448-9.  You have elected people, through the county judge, 

through the quorum court members, who are able to listen to their 

constituents and represent their interests.  An election like the 
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plaintiffs referred to last November, is kind of a snapshot in time 

of what people might think about a measure.  But the elected offi-

cials can interact with the people they represent and are not limited 

to a snapshot in time as to what the populace thinks about the mer-

its of whatever measure the Court does here.  R449.  

The county judge and quorum court have responded with 

their constituents and made their decision that the support of Cher-

okee Nation Businesses is important.  As plaintiffs have admitted, 

they have done that in calling meetings and they have not really 

taken much issue with the procedures laid out.  R449. 

We agree with the Courts decision to deny the request to 

amend.  R449–50.  We have pleadings that we are here on today 

and whatever other pleadings might come in the future are not here 

to be dealt with today.  

With respect to the argument that Amendment 100 doesn’t 

specifically prohibit it so therefore the county can act on it: gener-

ally, the law of silence does not equal consent, and that’s what the 

Arkansas Supreme Court has held time and again.  That argument 

could have been raised in each one of the cases that we and the 

county have cited for the Court on additional qualifications, and 
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the Supreme Court has never gone with that argument.  They have 

said when the superior law, the Amendment set out the qualifica-

tions, then those are the qualifications.  And the local authorities 

cannot add to or take from those qualifications, and this certainly 

would be an additional one.  R450.  

It is also invalid because Amendment 100 sets who gets to is-

sue those letter or resolutions of support, and that is in the county 

judge or the quorum court.  R450.  A vote of the people is a com-

pletely different method of expressing that local will and that is not 

what the Constitution provided for.  R450–1.  

The regulation of gambling argument, I think, is quite clear. 

The whole purpose of the ordinance was for the county to add 

more hurdles to the goal of the people in Amendment 100.  That’s 

clearly regulation of gambling and prohibited by statute, and I have 

not seen any case law or statutes cited against that argument. 

R451.  

As far as the FOIA violations there are no facts in the Com-

plaint.  I have no information about what meetings are being talked 

about, who allegedly attended, what was done at those meetings, 

what was allegedly decided or what information was presented.  
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As the county has ably pointed out and we have in our brief, just 

because members of a board or commission get together outside of 

a regularly called meeting does not mean there is an automatic vio-

lation of the FOIA.  R451. 

And on that, the remedy for a violation of the FOIA is an 

open meeting and that’s what happened here.  R451–2.  The quor-

um court met following the alleged secret meetings and aired all 

this in public.  The public was allowed to speak and they made 

their decision in public.  So, to the extent that there might have 

been an FOIA violation it has already been cured by the open 

meeting.  R452.  

You can also look to that decision and say there is nothing in 

the Complaint suggesting any impropriety other than some varied 

conclusions about some unknown secret meeting, and they even 

mention the Cherokee Nation Businesses in that and I don’t know 

what they are alleging.  Part of the purpose of a complaint is give 

the other side enough information so they can adequately respond. 

We can’t respond because we have no idea what they are talking 

about.  R452.  
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  I think that’s essentially our arguments.  The ordinance is inva-

lid because it is an additional qualification.  It does try and change 

the constitutional scheme and dismissal is the appropriate remedy 

today.  We have taken things in a little different order. If Mr. Story 

has new or additional arguments, I would appreciate some time for 

rebuttal since we are the movant and they are the respondent.  But 

unless the Court has some other questions, I’ll have a seat. R452-3.   

 
6.  Ruling by the Court on Motions to Dismiss: 

THE COURT: I have what I need to hear.  I think you’ve probably made all your 

arguments in the pleadings and now you’ve had the opportunity to 

make those before this Court.  This shall be my ruling: I know and 

understand this is a very big event for Pope County.  R453.  

Culturally, from the people, it’s divided as far as the issue.  I 

want the people to know the Court applies the law.  The Court may 

have an internal opinion but that opinion does not come forward as 

it is what the law provides, what our constitution and local prece-

dent in courts that dictate how the Court applies its duties. We do 

not make the laws.  We apply the laws made by the governing bod-

ies. In this instance we are dealing with the State of Arkansas 

through an initiative of Amendment 100; and the quorum court, 
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through its ordinances regarding 2019-R-014 and also 2018-O-42.  

R454. 

First, we have Request for Declaratory Judgment that 

Amendment 100 unconstitutionally conflicts with Amendment 14. 

The Court will deny relief with respect to that request finding that 

Amendment 14 only deals with acts of the General Assembly. 

Statutes are to be construed as they are read.  R454.  The amend-

ment reads just that—this was not an act which is being challenged 

here of the General Assembly.  And to the extent—and I am not 

finding, that it does—that there is any conflict between Amend-

ment 100 and Amendment 14—repeal by implication.  If there was 

something there, then the latter always prevails over the earlier; 

that’s the law.  That’s black letter.  I think I remember that from 

law school, so that’s something we learn early on.  For those rea-

sons and those findings Declaratory Judgment that Amendment 

100 unconstitutionally conflicts with Amendment 14, that will be 

denied and dismissed.  R455.  

Next the Declaratory Judgment that Resolution 2019-R-014, 

the act of the quorum court in granting a letter to Cherokee Nation 

Businesses, LLC, Amendment 100 is in conflict with 2018-O-42. 
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They are not harmonious.  They are not in pari materia as the doc-

trine is called.  R455.  And you add to this Arkansas statutes 14-

14-806(4) which states quorum courts are not to be regulating 

gambling; it is written in the statute.  R455-6.  

And the other reason set forth is that it imposes an additional 

qualification to Amendment 100.  They are not harmonious.  It 

does, and I think the attorneys picked up on my questions as 

whether or not the act of a public local election to control the dis-

cretion that was built into the county judge, the quorum courts or 

the city through Amendment 100 creates an obvious conflict in that 

they can stop any decision made by a quorum court if it is not in 

agreement with what the local—I mean we can assume in a perfect 

world that everybody would agree but as we all know, we do not 

live in a perfect world and there are disagreements and local peo-

ple may not wish for in their vote to seek a letter of support. Thus, 

we would never get a casino and that is totally contrary and con-

flicts with Amendment 100.  So it does add an additional qualifica-

tion which is not authorized by the law and Amendment 100 would 

prevail in that.  R456.  
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I find that Ordinance 2018-O-42 is not moot to the extent that 

whatever action was taken by the quorum court yesterday evening 

in repealing that, they still have to answer for the actions that were 

taken pursuant to it or not taken pursuant to it for the time period it 

was in effect.  R456–7. 

At the time that it was in effect for purposes of what actions 

were taken—which actions were valid actions by the quorum court 

and the county judge—this ordinance is unconstitutional because it 

conflicts with and adds a qualification to Amendment 100. There-

fore, Declaratory Judgment that Resolution 2019-R-014 is denied.  

R457. 

Number 3, Declaratory Judgment that Pope County Judge 

and quorum court members met in secret violation of the FOIA. 

First, there were insufficient facts in the pleadings.  Under Rule 

12(b)(6), that matter will be dismissed.  R457.  

Again, the Freedom of Information Act provides for remedies 

if something like that happens.  Just to state that there were secret 

meetings—quorum court members, any government body at the 

local level or any level—is something that has been tried before 

the Arkansas Supreme Court and decided in the past and most re-
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cently didn’t come to anything albeit they exchanged some emails 

about the personnel director with the police department. R457–8.  

And it appears these councilmen are doing their thing and not hav-

ing a meeting.  They hadn’t done anything.  We do not know what 

happened in this case—just a secret meeting.  How would it be if 

they could not see each other at breakfast or coffee and discuss 

what is going on or share their thinking but they do not take action 

until they get to that meeting?  Those kinds of things are going to 

happen.  R458.  

I think it is a real fine line that you have to be careful as an 

elected official in local government when you do such things.  But 

to not allow them to talk to each other at all is not what the courts 

mean.  R458.  

I do not know what this allegation of violations of FOIA, se-

cret meetings, is either.  I cannot tell from the pleadings so it fails 

under Rule 12(b)(6) as failing to plead sufficient facts.  R459.  

Down to Writ of Mandamus: I think is moot at this point.  

Mr. Roe set out what mandamus is for and that is not what this is 

for.  It is not for discretionary matters.  It is for ministerial duties. 
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As an example, assuming the ordinance was constitutional 

and then the county judge did not act, maybe mandamus would be 

proper.  It is just kind of semantics here more than anything but 

mandamus is not proper.  It is not designed for this situation, plus 

it is moot at this point because 2018-O-42 was unconstitutional. 

R459.  

 Have I left anything out, gentlemen? 

MR. CALHOUN: Your Honor, I know you ruled insufficient facts pursuant to 

12(b)(6) on the FOIA violations. I just wanted to clarify should we 

put in the Order that even if they had sufficient facts for a FOIA 

violation, that it would still be insufficient to support the claim for 

relief they are seeking, which is invalidation based on case law?  

R460. 

THE COURT: You could add that to fully address it and make that a good final 

Order on that issue.  Yes, sir.  R460.  
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VI. 
 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
 
 This is an appeal of a civil case that was dismissed with prejudice under Ark. 

R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6) for “fail[ing] to state facts upon which relief can be granted.” 

ADD 69, 98-99, 147, 177.  Namely, the facts of this case rely upon the constitu-

tionality of a local county ordinance intended to harmonize with the provisions of 

Arkansas Constitutional Amendment 100.  ADD 3-5.  This case was originally 

presented before Division 1 of the Fifth Circuit Court in Pope County, Arkansas.  

ADD 1.  On October 29, 2019, the trial judge, the honorable William Pearson, 

granted a Motion to Dismiss all four counts of CFABPC’s complaint.  ADD 177.  

This appeal addresses two procedural issues in the case and one of the counts, 

namely:  the inappropriate basis underlying the granting of the 12(b)(6) Motion to 

Dismiss, the prejudice resulting from the denial of the Rule 15 Motion to Supple-

ment the Pleadings, and the constitutionality of Pope County Ordinance No. 2018-

O-42 (hereinafter “Local Ordinance”).   

 The Appellants in this case are Citizens for a Better Pope County, a Local 

Option Ballot Question Committee, and James Knight (chairman of the commit-

tee), in his individual capacity.2  ADD 1.  CFABPC is the sponsor of the Local Or-

dinance.  ADD 1.  Mr. Knight is an Arkansas taxpayer and resident of Pope Coun-
                                                 
2 Appellants may be collectively referred to as, “CFABPC”. 
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ty.  ADD 1.  The Appellees in this case are county judge, Ben Cross, and the 13 

justices of the peace for Pope County.  ADD 1-3.  Additionally, Cherokee Nation 

Businesses, LLC (CNB) was permitted to intervene as a party in the case alleging a 

unique interest that was not protected by Pope County.  Ab 4, 8-9.  CNB’s alleged 

interest was that the challenged resolution of support from the Pope County Quor-

um Court (QC) named CNB as the casino applicant of choice by the QC and that it 

was party to an economic development agreement — though that agreement was 

not necessarily germane to the underlying litigation.  ADD 39, Ab 3-4, 7. 

 CFABPC was formed with the purpose of creating and advocating for a lo-

cal ordinance that harmonized with the provisions of Arkansas Constitutional 

Amendment 100 that was passed by Arkansas voters in the November 2018 gen-

eral elections.  ADD 1, 3, 4.  Amendment 100 provided, in part, that the casino ap-

plicant “shall . . . submit either a letter of support from the county judge or a reso-

lution from the quorum court in the county where the proposed casino is to be lo-

cated.”  ADD 38.  The Local Ordinance at issue in this appeal required the county 

judge or quorum court to refer the question of issuing support of a Casino Appli-

cant to a local election before issuing any such support.  ADD 62-63. 

 At the general elections in November of 2018, Amendment 100 (known as 

Issue 4 on the statewide ballot) passed in Arkansas, notwithstanding 61% of Pope 

County residents voting against the measure.  ADD 53.  Pope County residents did, 
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however, adopt the Local Ordinance, on that same day, with nearly 70% voting in 

favor of that measure.  ADD 3, 9, 54. 

 On August 13, 2019, the Pope County QC voted to adopt Resolution No. 

2019-R-014 by a vote of eight “For” and four “Against” with one “Abstain.”  ADD 

64.  This resolution alleged support for CNB as the casino operator of choice for 

Pope County under Amendment 100, ADD 64; however, the QC did not refer this 

support for a casino applicant to the people of Pope County under the Local Ordi-

nance.  ADD 56-57.  Additionally, the QC did not repeal the Local Ordinance be-

fore taking their action.  Ab 41.     

 The actions of the QC led CFABPC to file suit against Pope County.  In this 

suit, CFABPC sought a declaratory judgment to overturn the resolution of support 

for CNB because the QC violated the Local Ordinance.  ADD 58-61.  On Septem-

ber 24, 2019, Pope County filed a 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss for “failure to state 

facts upon which relief can be granted.”  ADD 65, 69-70.  At a hearing on Septem-

ber 30, 2019, the Trial Court denied a Motion to Dismiss for improper service, Ab 

2-3, and then the Trial Court stated that another hearing would follow to address 

the 12(b)(6) Motion to Dismiss.  Ab 9.  Additionally, the Trial Court stated that 

parties should bring evidence to the next hearing to support their claims.  Ab 9.  

In a letter to the court dated October 3, 2019, Pope County’s attorney object-

ed to evidence being presented in a hearing on a 12(b)(6) motion, noting that such 
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a hearing should only be based on the allegations in the complaint.  ADD 96-97.  

According to Pope County’s attorney, discovery had not yet occurred and “the 

matter [was] far from being in a position to be tried.”  ADD 97.  On October 4, 

2019, the Trial Court responded to this letter and agreed that evidence would be 

improper at this juncture, noting that the scope of the hearing would simply be on 

the Motion to Dismiss.  ADD 95.  On October 9, 2019, CNB joined with Pope 

County and filed a Motion to Dismiss pursuant to Ark. R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6).  ADD 

98.  

The hearing for the Motions to Dismiss brought by Pope County and CNB 

occurred on October 29, 2019.  ADD 177.  On the eve of the trial, the QC called an 

emergency meeting in which they repealed the Local Ordinance, presumably with 

the purpose of mooting the court case.  Ab 13, ADD 94.  At the hearing on the 

very next day, CFABPC’s attorney made a Rule 15 motion to amend the pleadings 

based upon multiple recent events that had transpired between submission of the 

pleading and the October 29th hearing, including the action to repeal the Local Or-

dinance the night before the hearing.  Ab 11-12.  The trial judge denied that mo-

tion.  Ab 12, 15.  The Trial Court ruled that the question of the constitutionality of 

the Local Ordinance was not mooted by the action as it related to the acts of the 

QC because the ordinance was lawfully in place at the time of their August action 

to support of CNB, Ab 41; therefore, amending the pleadings at this point would 
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have no relevance to the Motion to Dismiss being heard that day.  Ab 12.  Despite 

the Trial Court allowing the hearing to proceed without evidence or discovery, the 

court ruled that the Local Ordinance unlawfully conflicted with Amendment 100.  

Ab 41.  This ruling had the effect of voiding the Local Ordinance, and it allowed 

the QC’s resolution of support to stand.  Ab 41. 

CFABPC timely filed an appeal with the Arkansas Supreme Court.  ADD 

184. CFABPC requests this court to reverse the dismissal regarding the constitu-

tionality of the Local Ordinance and of the Freedom of Information Act claims by 

the Trial Court because the petition, as amended, stated facts sufficient for relief to 

be granted.  Additionally, the Trial Court erred in denying the Rule 15 Motion to 

Supplement the Pleadings.  The substantive events that occurred and the absence of 

time between the QC’s actions on the evening of October 28th and the hearing on 

October 29th significantly prejudiced CFABPC during that hearing.  Finally, the 

Trial Court erred in voiding the Local Ordinance.  Upon review, this court will find 

that the Local Ordinance is constitutionally valid because it does not conflict with 

Amendment 100 or any statute in the Arkansas code.  Rather the Local Ordinance 

can be read in harmony with the Arkansas Constitution and the Arkansas code.  

CFABPC humbly requests that this court overturn the rulings of the Trial Court 

and remand this case for further proceedings on the merits. 
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VII. 

ARGUMENT 

A. The Trial Court erred in granting the Appellees’ 12(b)(6) Motions to 
Dismiss because it based its decision on a question of law while the Ar-
kansas standard calls for sufficiently pleaded facts. 
 
1. Standard of Review 

 
The Court should reverse the Trial Court’s order in granting the Motions to 

Dismiss because the Appellants’, Citizens for a Better Pope County and Mr. James 

Knight,3 claims survive under the applicable standard of review for Rule 12(b)(6) 

motions in courts in the state of Arkansas.  The Court reviews Rule 12(b)(6) mo-

tions to dismiss under the abuse of discretion standard.  Harmon v. Payne, 2020 

Ark. 17, 3, 592 S.W.3d 619, 622 (2020).  The abuse of discretion standard means 

that the court looks to the underlying facts to test the sufficiency of the complaint, 

noting that when “the complaint states only conclusions without facts”, the Court 

will affirm the granting of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion.  Ballard Group, Inc. v. BP Lub-

ricants USA, Inc., 2014 Ark. 276, 6, 436 S.W.3d 445, 449 (2014).  The well-settled 

standard of review for 12(b)(6) motions in Arkansas requires that “the facts alleged 

in the complaint [be treated] as true and view[ed] [] in the light most favorable to 

the plaintiff.”  Harmon, 2020 Ark. at 3, 592 S.W.3d at 622. 

                                                 
3 Appellants may be hereinafter collectively referred to as, “CFABPC”. 
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As this analysis will show, CFABPC’s complaint does not merely state con-

clusions, but rather it states facts sufficient to survive a 12(b)(6) Motion to Dis-

miss.  Additionally, a hearing for a 12(b)(6) motion is not the venue to resolve 

questions of law, but rather it is the venue to determine whether facts are suffi-

ciently pleaded, such that if true, to warrant the granting of the relief requested in 

the complaint.  See Little Rock Cleaning Sys., Inc. v. Weiss, 326 Ark. 1007, 1012, 

935 S.W.2d 268, 271 (1996).  CFABPC’s pleadings meet this standard; therefore, 

the Trial Court’s ruling should be reversed and remanded for further hearings. 

2. Argument 

(a) CFABPC alleged facts sufficient to grant relief under the Local Ordi-
nance. 

 
The Trial Court erred in granting the Appellees’4 12(b)(6) Motion to Dis-

miss when CFABPC had pleaded facts sufficient to grant relief.  Under the stand-

ard of review as stated above, CFABPC’s alleged facts should have been taken as 

true and any reasonable inferences should have been viewed in their favor.  See 

Harmon, 2020 Ark. at 3, 592 S.W.3d at 622.  The facts of their pleading are suffi-

cient, and only the questions of law are in dispute.  Thus, purely based on a 

12(b)(6) motion, CFABPC’s claims should not have been dismissed.   
                                                 
4 Appellees (Pope County Judge and Quorum Court) along with Intervenor (Cher-

okee Nation Businesses, LLC) may be collectively referred to as, “Appellees”. 
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Arkansas has long been a fact pleading jurisdiction, not a notice pleading ju-

risdiction; therefore, “the facts alleged in the complaint [are treated] as true and 

view[ed] [] in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.”  Id.  Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 

12(b)(6) states that a claim may be dismissed for “failure to state facts upon which 

relief can be granted.” (emphasis added).  However, Rule 12(b)(6) must be read in 

coordination with Rule 8(a) of the Arkansas Rules of Civ. Pro. in order to test the 

sufficiency of the complaint.  Ark. Dept. of Env. Quality v. Brighton Corp., 352 

Ark. 396, 403, 102 S.W.3d 458, 462 (2003).  Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 8(a) provides that 

the pleader must set forth “a statement in ordinary and concise language of facts 

showing . . . that the pleader is entitled to relief.” (emphasis added).  These facts 

are not mere conclusions; “all reasonable inferences are resolved in favor of the 

complaint; and the pleadings are liberally construed.”  Harmon, 2020 Ark. at 3, 

592 S.W.3d at 622. 

In CFABPC’s complaint, the facts are clearly delineated and support its 

claim that the Pope County Quorum Court (QC) violated the citizen initiated Pope 

County Ordinance No. 2018-O-42 (Local Ordinance).  ADD 56.  The elements of 

the Local Ordinance are as follows:  (1) The county judge or QC5 shall be prohib-

                                                 
5 For the purposes of this appeal, the county judge and quorum court may be re-

ferred to collectively herein as, “county officials.” 
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ited from issuing a letter or resolution of support for a casino applicant unless; (2) 

The question of support is referred to the voters of Pope County, Arkansas, in ei-

ther a special or general election; and (3) A majority of the registered Pope County 

voters in the election approve such action.  ADD 62-63.  The fact pattern below es-

tablishes the sufficiency of CFABPC’s pleading, which supports their conclusions. 

First, under the Arkansas standard for 12(b)(6) motions, this Court should 

treat as true the following facts from CFABPC’s complaint regarding Amendment 

100, which support the elements that entitle them to relief:  (1) The Arkansas Casi-

no Gaming Amendment of 2018 (hereinafter “Amendment 100”) is a valid law in 

the Constitution of Arkansas.  ADD 53.  (2) On November 7, 2018, Arkansas vot-

ers adopted Amendment 100, while voters in Pope County voted against Amend-

ment 100 by a vote of 39% “For” and 61% “Against.”  ADD 53.  (3) Pertinent to 

this case, Amendment 100 contains a provision that required casino applicants to 

obtain a letter of support from the county judge in the county where the casino 

would be located or a resolution of support from the quorum court in the county 

where the casino would be located.  ADD 53. 

Next, under the Arkansas standard for 12(b)(6) motions, this Court should 

treat these facts as true from CFABPC’s complaint regarding the Local Ordinance, 

which support the elements that entitle it to relief:  (1) In response to Amendment 

100, Pope County voters followed the state’s initiative process under Ark. Const. 
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Art. 5 § 1 and created the valid Local Ordinance.  ADD 54, 131.  (2) The Local 

Ordinance stated that before the county judge issued a letter of support or the 

quorum court issued a resolution of support for a casino applicant that these county 

officials must refer the question of support to the voters of Pope County.  ADD 62-

63.  (3) At the same election on November 7, 2018, Pope County voted for the Lo-

cal Ordinance by a vote of 70% “For” and 30% “Against.”  ADD 54.  (4) Both 

Amendment 100 and the Local Ordinance were adopted and put in effect simulta-

neously on November 14, 2018.  ADD 63. 

Then, under the Arkansas standard for 12(b)(6) motions, this Court should 

treat as true these facts from CFABPC’s complaint regarding the illegal actions of 

the Pope County Quorum Court, which support the elements that entitle it to relief:  

(1) On August 13, 2019, the Pope County QC violated the Local Ordinance by 

holding a special meeting to issue a letter of support for a casino applicant, Chero-

kee Nation Businesses, LLC (CNB).  ADD 56.  (2) At this meeting, the Pope 

County QC voted to adopt Resolution No. 2019-R-014 by a vote of eight “For” and 

four “Against” with one “Abstain.”  ADD 64.  (3) Although this resolution alleged 

support from Pope County, the question was never referred to the people of Pope 

County for a vote under the Local Ordinance.  ADD 59.  (4) On August 15, 2019, 

CNB submitted its casino application, along with the alleged resolution of support 

to the Arkansas Racing Commission (ARC).  ADD 57-58. 
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Based upon these facts, CFABPC sought to have the QC’s resolution of 

support for CNB nullified because “no letter or resolution of support in favor of a 

casino applicant may be issued . . . without presenting the issue for popular vote to 

registered voters of Pope County pursuant to Ordinance 2018-O-42.”  ADD 59.  

Under the applicable rules for civil litigation in this state and as held by this Court 

on many occasions, CFABPC’s complaint sufficiently pleaded the facts stated 

above, and these facts should have been treated as true by the Trial Court.   

Additionally, these facts show that the QC intentionally violated a known 

county ordinance that was on the books and had not been judicially invalidated; 

therefore, CFABPC is entitled to relief.  CFABPC’s complaint meets the Arkansas 

standard of review for 12(b)(6) motions, thus the Trial Court’s ruling regarding the 

Local Ordinance should be reversed and remanded for further proceedings. 

(b) The Trial Court improperly based its dismissal on an evaluation of the 
law, not the sufficiency of the facts. 

 
Based upon an incorrect application of a 12(b)(6) motion, the Trial Court 

dismissed the case based on the merits stating that the Local Ordinance contradict-

ed Amendment 100; however, the hearing was based on a 12(b)(6) motion alleging 

that CFABPC had failed to state facts upon which relief can be granted.  ADD 65, 

98.  The Trial Court made its decision by improperly evaluating the law during a 

hearing on a 12(b)(6) Motion, instead of evaluating the sufficiency of the facts.  In 

making this improper determination, the Pope County QC’s resolution of support 
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for Cherokee Nation Businesses (CNB), Resolution 2019-R-14, was upheld with-

out any discovery being performed, without any testimony being given, or without 

any trial taking place. ADD 97.  Unless reversed, this miscarriage of justice will 

result in a grave disregard to the due process and other lawful rights of the nearly 

70% of Pope County residents who voted for the Local Ordinance.  ADD 54. 

In Little Rock Cleaning Sys., Inc. v. Weiss, this Court made a clear delinea-

tion on the purpose of 12(b)(6) motions in Arkansas stating that a difference exists 

between pleading sufficient facts and determining a case based upon the interpreta-

tion of law.  See 326 Ark. at 1012.  In order to plead sufficient facts under 12(b)(6), 

the complaint must bring more than mere allegations; “it [must] support[] those al-

legations with facts.”  Id.  If the complaint is absent of facts, only then the Court 

may dismiss a claim.  See Ballard Group, 2014 Ark. at 6, 436 S.W.3d at 449.  

However, the court may not go outside of the pleadings in a 12(b)(6) motion 

to determine if facts are sufficiently pleaded.  See Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(8).  If a 

court considers evidence or exhibits outside of the complaint, then the 12(b)(6) 

motion is converted to a Rule 56 motion for summary judgment.  Bayird v. Floyd, 

2009 Ark. 455, 2, 344 S.W.3d 80, 82 (2009).  Under a Rule 56 motion for sum-

mary judgment, however, testimony is not allowed, and in allowing testimony, a 

12(b)(6) hearing would be considered a bench trial.  Klever v. Klever, 2017 Ark. 

App. 330, 5-6, 525 S.W.3d 29, 33 (2017).   
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In this case, neither evidence nor testimony was allowed, thus nothing oc-

curred in the proceedings to convert the hearing to either a summary judgment 

hearing or a bench trial.  ADD 95.  Additionally, the only time in which summary 

judgment is appropriate is “when there are no genuine issues of material fact.”  

Hotfoot Logistics, LLC v. Shipping Point Marketing, Inc., 2013 Ark. 130, 5, 426 

S.W.3d 448, 451 (2013).  Summary judgment is not appropriate where differing 

conclusions could be drawn by reasonable people as is the situation with the provi-

sions of Amendment 100.  Id. 

 (i) In order to understand the intent of Amendment 100, a full trial 
would be necessitated 
 

In evaluating the meaning of Amendment 100, using the facts of the case to 

determine the intent of the drafter is of utmost importance.  The primary rule of 

“statutory interpretation is to give effect to the intent of the legislature.”  Ark. Dept. 

of Corr. v. Shults, 2018 Ark. 94, 4, 541 S.W.3d 410, 412 (2018).  The first step of 

interpretation requires a plain reading of the law.  Id.  If the plain reading of the 

law is ambiguous, the Court seeks to “reconcile statutory provisions to make them 

consistent, harmonious, and sensible in an effort to give effect to every part.”  Id. 

In Amendment 100, the language imposing a requirement upon casino appli-

cants to obtain letters or resolutions of support has been the source of much con-

troversy and misunderstanding.  The language of Amendment 100 expressly as-

signs authority and duties to certain parties, namely the ARC and each of the casi-
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no applicants.  See Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 4(a) and 4(n).  However, there is no 

express authority or duty assigned to the county officials, as incorrectly argued by 

the Appellees in the Trial Court.  In fact, the Pope County attorney calls the county 

official’s authority “inherently implie[d].”  ADD 148-49.  Implying such an au-

thority or duty to the county officials would violate the principles of statutory in-

terpretation which state that “[the Court] will not read into a statute language that 

was not included by the legislature.”  Shults, 2018 Ark. at 4-5, 451 S.W.3d at 412.  

  As applied to Amendment 100, if the drafter had wanted to grant authority 

or impose a duty on the county officials, then it would have done so expressly, as 

was done with the ARC and the casino applicants.  See Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 

4(a) (stating the ARC “shall administer and regulate casino licenses”); See also 

Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 4(n) (requiring “all casino applicants for a casino license 

in Pope County . . . to submit either a letter of support from the county judge or a 

resolution of support from the quorum court”). 

As is evident from the unambiguous, plain language of Amendment 100, no 

authority or power is vested in the county officials.  Amendment 100 simply re-

quires something of the casino applicant and provides authority to the ARC.  See 

Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 4(a) and (n).  However, should this Court decide that the 

provision could be interpreted in various ways by reasonable people, discovery and 
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further proceedings would be necessary.  See Hotfoot Logistics, 2013 Ark. at 5, 

426 S.W.3d at 451.   

(ii) The Trial Court erred by dismissing the Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA) claim pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) and further issuing an 
advisory opinion on that same claim  

 
As previously stated, in Arkansas claims may only be dismissed for “failure 

to state facts upon which relief can be granted,” Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 12(b)(6), when 

the pleader fails to set forth “a statement in ordinary and concise language of facts 

showing . . . that the pleader is entitled to relief,” Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 8(a).  These 

facts are not mere conclusions; “all reasonable inferences are resolved in favor of 

the complaint; and the pleadings are liberally construed.”  Harmon, 2020 Ark. at 3, 

592 S.W.3d at 622. 

Here, CFABPC alleged the fact that the county officials participated in pri-

vate meetings with casino applicants and to discuss the passage of Resolution 

2019-R-14.  ADD 60.  Per the Arkansas standard for fact pleading, these allega-

tions are not conclusions and must be treated as facts with any reasonable infer-

ences resolved in CFABPC’s favor.  On that basis alone, the Trial Court’s decision 

should be reversed and remanded for further hearings.  Furthermore, the Trial 

Court does not have the authority to render an advisory opinion based on specula-

tion.  See Stephenson v. Whittington, 6 Ark. App. 4, 6, 636 S.W.2d 878, 879 (1982) 

(stating that a potential breach of a deed provision was speculative and any result-
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ing judgment by the Trial Court was considered an inappropriate advisory opin-

ion). 

Here, in contravention of Rule 12(b)(6) and Rule 8(a), the Trial Court decid-

ed that sufficient facts were not pleaded, and yet the court went on to adopt CNB’s 

statement that “even if they had sufficient facts for a FOIA violation, that it would 

still be insufficient to support the claim for relief they are seeking.”  Ab 43-44.  In 

response to this statement, the court said, “You could add that [to the final order] to 

fully address it and make that a good final Order on that issue.  Yes, sir.”  Ab 44. 

In the actual written order by the court (presumably drafted by Appellees), 

Ab 43-44, ADD 183, the court states multiple speculative opinions regarding the 

merits of any FOIA violations.  For example, “to the extent there was a FOIA vio-

lation, that violation was cured.”  ADD 182.  Without evidence being presented or, 

more appropriately at the 12(b)(6) stage, without those factual assertions being 

presented in the Appellants’ claim, such statements by the court are purely specula-

tive.  In another example the court states, “even if [the allegations] constitute a 

FOIA violation, [they] do not satisfy the elements [required]   . . . for invalidation 

of a legislative act.”  ADD 182.  Again, this is an evaluation of the facts as applied 

to the law, when the court stated facts do not exist.  Either the facts exist sufficient 

for the case to move forward to discovery and later a ruling upon their legality, or 

facts do not exist so that dismissal is appropriate.  As it stands, the Trial Court ef-
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fectively told CFABPC that even though they could bring this claim again with 

more facts, they should not do so because the court has now advised them as to its 

opinion on the matter regardless of the facts potentially revealed by evidence.   

Concluding this point as to the Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal on the constitutional-

ity of the Local Ordinance and the FOIA claims, both dismissals should be re-

versed and remanded to the Trial Court for further proceedings.  As stated in a let-

ter to the Trial Court by the Appellees’ attorney on October 3, 2019, “This matter 

is far from a position to be tried . . . The parties have yet to engage in any discov-

ery to explore any facts supporting or disputing the asserted claims.”  ADD 97.  

The Trial Court responded by sending a letter to all the parties on October 4, 2019.  

ADD 95.  The court confirmed that the hearing on October 29, 2019, would simply 

be to discuss a recently denied request for injunctive relief and the Motion to Dis-

miss, and evidence would not be allowed.  ADD 95.  Nothing indicated that a full 

trial would be in order at that hearing.  ADD 95.  The letter from the court affirmed 

to CFABPC understanding that the hearing on the Motion to Dismiss would serve 

only to determine if the facts were sufficiently pleaded.  ADD 95, Ab 16. 

As shown above, CFABPC did plead sufficient facts, and demonstrated that 

evidence would be needed to move the case forward, while also establishing that it 

would be improper to consider evidence when deciding a motion to dismiss under 

Rule 12(b)(6).  Further, summary judgment would fail because reasonable people 
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could differ on the interpretation of the language of Amendment 100, and such 

doubts are resolved in favor of the nonmoving party.  Hotfoot Logistics, 2013 Ark. 

at 5, 426 S.W.3d at 451.  Because the motion to dismiss was improper and sum-

mary judgment would fail, this case should have moved to a trial on the merits, in-

cluding both discovery and evidence.  As it stands, the Trial Court’s hearing on the 

Rule 12(b)(6) motion was not the proper venue to decide the questions of law re-

garding the constitutionality of the Local Ordinance, nor was it the proper place to 

issue an advisory opinion on the FOIA claims. 

Accordingly, the order granting the motions to dismiss should be reversed 

and remanded for further proceedings because CFABPC’s claims survive the Ar-

kansas standard of review for 12(b)(6) motions because it sufficiently pleaded facts 

upon which relief can be granted and did not merely state conclusions. 

B. This Court should reverse the Trial Court’s decision because the Trial 
Court improperly denied a Rule 15 Motion to Supplement Pleadings 
when subsequent material facts altered the direction of the case. 
 
1. Standard of Review 

 
Challenges to the denial of a Rule 15 motion are reviewed under the abuse 

of discretion standard.  Deer/Mt. Judea Sch. Dist. v. Kimbrell, 2013 Ark. 393, 20, 

430 S.W.3d 29, 44 (2013).  An abuse of discretion has been defined by this court 

as acting improvidently by exercising judgment “thoughtlessly and without due 

consideration.”  Poff v. Brown, 374 Ark 453, 457, 288 S.W.3d 620, 623 (2008).  

https://1.next.westlaw.com/Link/Document/FullText?findType=Y&serNum=2006125455&pubNum=0004644&originatingDoc=Id5e6c78c98da11e2981ea20c4f198a69&refType=RP&originationContext=document&transitionType=DocumentItem&contextData=(sc.Document)
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Specific to Rule 15, this court has more concisely defined the standard of abuse of 

discretion by stating that the Trial Court is granted “broad discretion in allowing or 

denying amendments.”  Deer/Mt. Judea, 2013 Ark. at 20, 430 S.W.3d at 44.   

However, abuse of discretion occurs when the motion is denied and neither 

prejudice nor undue delay would be caused by the amendment.  See id.  “Where 

neither a continuance is requested nor a demonstration of any prejudice resulting 

from an amendment is shown, the amendment should be allowed.”  Cavalry SPV, 

LLC v. Anderson, 99 Ark. App. 309, 311, 260 S.W.3d 331, 332 (2007). 

2. Argument 

This Court should reverse the Trial Court’s decision on all counts because 

the Trial Court abused its discretion in denying a Rule 15 Motion to Supplement 

Pleadings based upon subsequent facts that would have significantly altered the di-

rection of the case.  Under Ark. R. Civ. Pro. 15(d), “A party may at any time with-

out leave of court file a supplemental pleading setting forth transactions or occur-

rences or events which have happened since the date of the pleading sought to be 

supplemented.”  Rule 15 “permit[s] liberal amendments to pleadings at any time 

without leave of the court.”  Cavalry, 99 Ark. App. at 311, 260 S.W.3d at 332.   

In this case, significant events occurred between the date of the filing of the 

second amended pleadings and the hearing on October 29, 2019.  These events re-

quired supplemental pleadings and discovery.  Ab 12.  The most notable event oc-
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curred on the eve of the hearing.  On the evening of October 28, 2019, the Pope 

County QC called its third “emergency” meeting in less than a month with the sole 

purpose of repealing the Local Ordinance in what was presumably an effort to 

moot the hearing on October 29th.  Ab 13, ADD 94.  In the hearing on October 29, 

2019, CFABPC’s attorney made a Rule 15 Motion to Supplement the Pleadings 

based upon these events and was denied, even though these events substantially 

changed the nature of the case and would have added multiple claims.  Ab 12.  

In holding the meeting on the night before the hearing, there was no time to 

amend the pleadings before the hearing the following morning, thus CFABPC was 

significantly prejudiced.  Yet, the Appellees made no objection to this Rule 15 mo-

tion; Appellees made no motion for a continuance; and their case was not preju-

diced by the request to amend.  Thus, none of the reasons to deny a Rule 15 motion 

were met.  In fact, the Trial Court’s only reasoning was that it did not “find any 

relevance whatsoever [to the hearing] whether the ordinance was repealed or not 

repealed,” Ab 12, and relevancy is not a valid reason for denial under Rule 15.  

Further, without discovery or time to draft amended pleading, the Trial Court could 

not properly ascertain the relevancy of the request, thus its only reasoning is with-

out the due consideration called for under the abuse of discretion standard.  

 Under Rule 15, the only valid reasons to deny a supplemental pleading is if 

the opposing party is prejudiced or if granting the motion would cause undue de-
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lay.  Cavalry, 99 Ark. App. at 311, 260 S.W.3d at 332.  In relation to timing, the 

Trial Court only mentions that it wanted to get to a final order that day.  Ab 11.  

Such reasoning does not indicate a call for judicial efficiency, but rather a disre-

gard of the need for evidence and a proper trial. 

The Trial Court’s decision to deny the Rule 15 motion does not meet the el-

ements required under the abuse of discretion standard.  Therefore, this court 

should reverse the Trial Court’s decision to proceed with the hearing because the 

Trial Court improperly denied a Rule 15 motion to amend or supplement pleadings 

based upon subsequent material facts that altered the direction of the case.   

C. The Order granting Appellees’ Motion to Dismiss should be reversed 
because Pope County’s Local Ordinance is Constitutional. 
 
1. Standard of Review 

On appeal, this Court uses a de novo standard of review for cases involving 

statutory construction and constitutional interpretations by the Trial Court.  Bull-

ock’s Kentucky Fried Chicken, Inc. v. City of Bryant, 2019 Ark. 249, 5, 13, 582 

S.W.3d 8, 12, 16 (2019).  According to the Court, de novo review of statutory in-

terpretation means that the Supreme Court gives no deference to the lower court’s 

opinion because it is the duty of the Supreme Court “to determine the meaning of a 

statute.”  Dept. of Ark. State Police v. Keech Law Firm, P.A., 2017 Ark. 143, 2, 

516 S.W.3d 265, 267 (2017).  The appellant must show that the Trial Court erred 
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in its interpretation, or the Trial Court’s interpretation will stand.  Bullock’s, 2019 

Ark. at 13, 582 S.W.3d at 16.   

Upon performing a de novo review, this Court will find that the Trial Court 

erred in its interpretation of the Pope County’s Local Ordinance and Arkansas 

Amendment 100; therefore, it should reverse the Trial Court’s decision that grant-

ed the Appellees’ Motion to Dismiss the constitutional claim by CFABPC.   

2. Argument 

The Appellees’ Motion to Dismiss should be reversed, even if this Court af-

firms that a 12(b)(6) hearing was the proper venue to decide a question of law, be-

cause Pope County’s Local Ordinance is constitutional.  The Court’s primary rule 

of “statutory interpretation is to give effect to the intent of the legislature.”  Shults, 

2018 Ark. at 4, 541 S.W.3d at 412.  The Court seeks the intent by first interpreting 

legislation from its plain and unambiguous language and “giving the words their 

ordinary and usually accepted meaning in common language.”  Id.   

In the case of ambiguity, the Court seeks to “reconcile statutory provisions 

to make them consistent, harmonious, and sensible in an effort to give effect to 

every part.”  Id.  More pointedly, the Court seeks to “give meaning to every word 

in the statute.”  Davis v. Pennymac Loan Services, LLC, 2020 Ark. 180, 4 (2020).   

According to the Court, if an irreconcilable difference does not exist, then constru-

ing the statutes in a harmonious manner is required.  Brock v. Townsell, 2009 Ark. 
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224, 20, 309 S.W.3d 179, 191 (2009).  “Furthermore, [the Court] will not read into 

a statute language that was not included by the legislature.”  Shults, 2018 Ark. at 4-

5, 541 S.W.3d at 412. 

(a) The Local Ordinance does not contradict Amendment 100 but rather 
is harmonious with Amendment 100. 

 
The Appellee’s primary claim states that the Local Ordinance conflicts with 

Amendment 100 because it adds requirements beyond the scope of the amendment.  

ADD 113, 75.  This claim is without merit because the Arkansas rules for statutory 

interpretation require two pieces of legislation to be interpreted harmoniously if 

they can be reconciled together.  Brock, 2009 Ark. at 20, 309 S.W.3d at 191.  All 

legislation is presumed constitutional and the opposing party must prove otherwise.  

Wilson v. Walther, 2017 Ark. 279, 9, 527 S.W.3d 709, 715 (2017).  This is a high 

bar because only a clear incompatibility can overturn legislation.  Id.  To overturn 

legislation based upon a facial challenge, the party challenging the law must show 

that under no set of circumstances could the act be valid or constitutionally ap-

plied.  Martin v. Kohls, 2014 Ark. 427, 11, 444 S.W.3d 844, 850 (2014). 

Here, the Local Ordinance does not conflict with Amendment 100 but rather 

harmonizes with it.  The plain language of Amendment 100 imposes no duty on 

and grants no authority to the county officials.  Rather, it simply requires that the 

casino applicants must submit either “a letter of support from the county judge or a 

resolution of support from the quorum court.”  Ark. Const. amend. 100, § 4(n).  
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The plain language clearly puts the onus upon the casino applicant to obtain the 

showing of support from county officials.  Without the requisite support from the 

proper county officials, the casino operator’s application packet is incomplete, and 

a license cannot be issued by the ARC.  See Ark. Const. amend. 100, § 4(n).     

While Amendment 100 expressly imposes a requirement on the casino ap-

plicant to acquire support from either the county judge or QC, the plain language is 

silent on the process that the county officials must use to implement the provision.  

Amendment 100 does not discuss a process or procedure that the county officials 

must use when deciding to issue support for a casino applicant.  The Local Ordi-

nance, however, provides such a process in harmony with Amendment 100.   

The Appellees confuse the concept of adding requirements to Amendment 

100 with statutes that work in harmony with the Constitution.  The Appellees rely 

upon inapplicable cases in order to exemplify “additional qualifications.”  A brief 

review of some of the authority relied upon by the Appellees demonstrates the sub-

stantive differences between and among them and the case at hand.  For example, 

one of the primary cases relied upon by the Appellees is that of Stilley v. Makris, 

343 Ark. 673, 38 S.W.3d 889 (2001).  The proposed legislative measure in Stilley, 

among other constitutional and statutory violations, set out procedures for the sale 

of county owned property that were completely different from the procedures al-

ready existing in Ark. Code Ann. § 14-16-105, where the county judge and county 
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were specifically empowered to sale county owned property and where specific 

provisions set out the process by which it was to be done by the county judge and 

county.  See generally Stilley, 343 Ark. at 678-82, 38 S.W.3d at 892-94. 

The process that was proposed by initiative petition in Stilley was in direct 

conflict and contravention with the detailed and specific process and procedure that 

had already been promulgated by the state legislature to authorize the sale of coun-

ty owned property by the county judge and county.  In essence, the proposed initia-

tive in Stilley sought to modify existing law.   

That is not the situation with which we are dealing here.  Here, based on rea-

sonable information and belief, the Appellees can point to no such existing consti-

tutional or statutory provision that sets out the process or procedure for the county 

officials to use when deciding whether to issue letters or resolutions of support to 

applicants for a casino gaming license from the ARC. 

Likewise, other cases relied upon by the Appellees are not applicable herein.  

In Daniels v. Dennis, 365 Ark. 338, 339, 229 S.W.3d 880, 881 (2006), the measure 

at issue conflicted with a constitutional provision (Ark. Const. amend. 80 §16) that 

specifically addressed the matter being covered by the measure being proposed.  

Similarly in Proctor v. Daniels, 2010 Ark. 206, 4, 392 S.W.3d 360, 363 (2010), the 

legislative measure at issue was in direct contravention of specific constitutional 

provisions that set out the qualifications for judge (i.e. Ark. Const. amend. 80 and 
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Article 5, § 9).  In Martin, 2014 Ark. at 15, 444 S.W.3d at 852-53, the proposed 

Arkansas voter identification requirements were in direct conflict with Article 3 § 

1 of the Arkansas Constitution, which set out the specific qualifications for Arkan-

sas voters.  Ark. Const. Art. 3 § 1.  And, in Allred v. McLoud, 343 Ark. 35, 31 

S.W.3d 836 (2000), the Court reversed because the initiative in question contra-

dicted a general law of the state, whereas Amendment 100 operates functionally as 

local legislation. 

As distinguished from the cases cited by the Appellees, the language of the 

Local Ordinance can be read in harmony with Amendment 100 because the ordi-

nance provides a process by which the local officials may operate effectively at the 

local level.  The Appellees have shown no authority or precedent that is on point 

otherwise.  In fact, the Appellees have made no showing that the Local Ordinance 

facially contradicts the Amendment 100, whereas the analysis above shows that the 

Local Ordinance does in fact harmonize with Amendment 100.  Thus the Trial 

Court’s ruling should be reversed and the Local Ordinance should be upheld. 

(b) Neither the plain language of the ordinance nor the intention of the 
drafter ever granted constitutional authority to the county officials. 

 
Under the rules of statutory interpretation, the court first looks to the plain 

language of the law to interpret its meaning, and the court will not add language to 

the statute where the drafter has excluded it.  See Shults, 2018 Ark. at 4-5, 541 

S.W.3d at 412.  In order to support their view, the Appellees make the non-
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meritorious claim that the Local Ordinance removes constitutional authority from 

the county officials, namely the county judge and the quorum court.   

This claim fails because a plain reading of the amendment shows that no 

language exists in Amendment 100 that extends any power or authority to the 

county officials beyond the level they had before the creation of Amendment 100.  

To read Amendment 100 in such a way as to impute this authority to the county 

officials violates the rules of statutory interpretation, which states “[the Court] will 

not read into a statute language that was not included by the legislature.” Id. 

Additionally, the Bill of Rights to the Arkansas Constitution states that “[a]ll 

political power is inherent in the people and government is instituted for their pro-

tection, security and benefit, and they have the right to alter, reform or abolish the 

same in such manner as they may think proper.” Ark. Const. Art. 2 §1.  The people 

reserve the right to limit the power of their elected officials through referendum 

and initiative.  As stated by the Arkansas Supreme Court in Cochran v. Black, 240 

Ark. 393, 396–98, 400 S.W.2d 280, 282-83 (1966): 

Our initiative and referendum amendment to the Consti-
tution, Amendment No. 7, reserves to the people full 
power to refer measures enacted to a vote of the people, 
and likewise full power to propose legislative measures 
for enactment by vote of the people.  Furthermore, the 
amendment specifically extends said powers to munici-
palities and counties. 

    … 
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We are firmly committed to a liberal construction of con-
stitutional Amendment No. 7, bearing in mind the pur-
pose of its adoption and the object it sought to accom-
plish.  This amendment provides a necessary and potent 
protection against ill-advised, oppressive or improvident 
legislative functions, and actions of the electors thereun-
der, in attempting to obtain relief, should not be thwarted 
by strict or technical construction.  We are neither au-
thorized nor remotely inclined to disturb the proper ap-
plication of this wholesome constitutional reservation of 
power to the people. 

 
Because no language in Amendment 100 grants power to the local officials, 

the power of establishing the process for how the county officials decide whether 

to provide support to a casino operator ultimately resides with the Pope County 

voters.  Had the drafters intended that Amendment 100 would grant such authority, 

they no doubt would have expressly done so, as was done in other parts of the 

amendment.  For example, Amendment 100 affirmatively directed that the ARC 

“shall administer and regulate casino licenses.”  Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 4(a).  

Additionally, Amendment 100 requires “all casino applicants for a casino license 

in Pope County . . . to submit either a letter of support from the county judge or a 

resolution of support from the quorum court.”  Ark. Const. amend. 100 § 4(n).  

There is no such express grant of authority to the local officials. 

Because Amendment 100 lacks affirmative language bestowing power or au-

thority upon the county officials, their power is the standard power under Arkansas 

law (meaning limited by the people).  However, Amendment 100 does impose spe-
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cific requirements on casino applicants and the ARC.  The Appellees have not 

pointed to any specific constitutional or statutory provisions that require the county 

officials to provide support to an applicant seeking a casino license in Pope Coun-

ty.  Simply because an applicant requests such support, the Appellees have not re-

ferred this Court to any provisions which require the county officials to provide 

such support.  Therefore, because Amendment 100 did not bestow any constitu-

tional authority on the county judge or QC, it stands to reason that the Local Ordi-

nance does not deprive the county judge or quorum court of any constitutional au-

thority.  Accordingly, the Appellees’ argument fails; the Trial Court’s ruling 

should be reversed; and the Local Ordinance should be declared constitutional. 

(c) The Local Ordinance is not a regulation of gambling. 
 

Finally, the Appellees erroneously contend that the Local Ordinance is a 

regulation of casino gaming in violation of Ark. Code Ann. § 14-14-806(4).  The 

Local Ordinance does not regulate casino gaming for two primary reasons:  first, 

the Local Ordinance only legislates the conduct of county affairs, not casino gam-

ing; and second, the Local Ordinance can and should be read in harmony with both 

Ark. Code. Ann. 14-14-806(4) and Amendment 100.   

 (i) The Local Ordinance makes no effort to regulate gambling but ra-
ther only legislates as to the conduct of county affairs. 
 

The Trial Court inaccurately ruled that the Local Ordinance was unconstitu-

tional because it attempted to regulate gambling in violation of Ark. Code Ann. 14-
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14-806(4).  Such could not be farther from the truth. The Ordinance, on its face, 

legislates only with respect to the county judge or the QC of Pope County, Arkan-

sas.  The Ordinance goes on to specifically state that it is the “County Judge” and 

“the Quorum Court” who are required to take actions as outlined in the Local Or-

dinance when the appropriate circumstances are present.  ADD 62-63. 

Unless the Appellees are suggesting that the county officials would be 

“regulating gambling” by issuing a letter or passing a resolution in support of an 

applicant for a casino license, it cannot constitute a “regulation of gambling” for 

the Local Ordinance to require its county officials to submit any such letter or reso-

lution to the voters of Pope County at a local election.   

It is notable that the Appellees cited City of Little Rock v Reinman, 107 Ark. 

174, 155 S.W. 105, 106 (1913), to define the word, “regulate”, but did not provide 

any context regarding the facts of that case or other cases that have cited Reinman 

over the intervening years.  ADD 77-78, 102.  It is notable because those cases 

deal with instances where local ordinances are “regulating” residents and business-

es concerning matters such as zoning for junk yards in the city limits, regulating 

signage and landscaping, blasting in rock quarries, and keeping chickens in city 

limits.  None of those cases suggest that a county ordinance cannot, “define[] . . . 

principles of a county government for the control and conduct of county affairs” as 

does the Local Ordinance addressed herein.  See Ark. Code Ann. § 14-14-904(i). 
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(ii) The Local Ordinance can and should be read in harmony with 
Ark. Code. Ann. 14-14-806(4). 

 
Ark. Code. Ann. 14-14-806(4) prohibits a county quorum court from exer-

cising “legislative power to regulate any form of gambling, lotteries, or gift enter-

prises,” unless such power is granted by the General Assembly.  The Appellees 

base their argument on Article 5 § 1 of the Arkansas Constitution which states that 

“no local legislation shall be enacted contrary to . . . any general law of the State.”   

First, as applied here, Ark. Code Ann. § 14-14-806(4) does not operate as a 

“general law” as claimed by the Appellees.  As previously noted, the Local Ordi-

nance was drafted in response to statewide Amendment 100 which specifically 

designated Pope County as a potential casino location.  ADD 53, 129.  In Amend-

ment 100, only four (4) specific counties are designated as potential casino loca-

tions, while Arkansas has a total of 75 counties.  ADD 53.  According to this 

Court, “[we] have repeatedly held that when one or more counties is exempt from 

any law, that this exemption makes the law local.”  Tindall v. Searan, 192 Ark. 

173, 90 S.W.2d 476, 478 (1936).  Additionally, “local legislation arbitrarily applies 

to one geographic division of the state to the exclusion of the rest of the state.”  

McCutchen v. Huckabee, 328 Ark. 202, 210, 943 S.W.2d 225, 227 (1997).   

Here, the selection of Pope County as a potential casino site was completely 

arbitrary.  ADD 130.  The express criteria for the casino locations was county pop-

ulation and prosperity.  ADD 130.  According to the Arkansas Economic Devel-
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opment Council, Pope County is a Tier 2 county (Tier 1 being the highest), while 

other similar Arkansas counties in terms of population are rated as Tiers 3 and 4.  

ADD 130.  Further, the vote in Pope County in 2018 on Amendment 100 shows 

that the people of Pope County were adamantly against their county being selected 

as a casino site (61% opposed to Amendment 100).  See ADD 53, 55. 

Based upon the facts of the record, no rational reason exists for Pope County 

serving as a casino site.  Therefore, for purposes of considering and disposing of 

this argument by Appellees, Amendment 100 should be viewed as local legislation 

and as applied under Amendment 100, Ark. Code Ann. § 14-14-806(4) would op-

erate as local legislation.  Thus, it is impossible for the Local Ordinance to be “in 

conflict” with a “general law” as put forth by the Appellees because, for purposes 

of the issue of gambling regulation, both Amendment 100 and Ark. Code Ann. 

§ 14-14-806(4) are the functional equivalent of (if not actually) local legislation. 

Additionally, the Appellee’s argument twists the Arkansas Code so that it 

contradicts their very reasoning for voiding the Local Ordinance.  Their basic 

premise for voiding the Local Ordinance is that the Arkansas Constitution voids a 

conflicting county ordinance under Article 5 § 1 of the Arkansas Constitution.  It 

follows that the Arkansas Constitution would also void a conflicting state statute.   

Here, the plain language of Ark. Code Ann. § 14-14-806(4) says that the 

quorum court cannot exercise legislative power on casino gaming unless directed 
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by the General Assembly.  Therefore, under Article 5 § 1 of the Arkansas Constitu-

tion, Section 14-14-806(4) would be void if Amendment 100 gave the Pope County 

QC the authority to legislatively issue support for the casino operator because 

Amendment 100 was not legislation from the General Assembly.     

However, in accordance with statutory interpretation rules and well-settled 

Arkansas law, it appears that all three pieces of legislation (Amendment 100, Ark. 

Code Ann. 14-14-806(4), and the Local Ordinance) can and should be read harmo-

niously.  As previously discussed in this brief, the Local Ordinance harmonizes 

with Amendment 100.  See generally Arg. 18-21.  Now, CFABPC will demon-

strate how Ark. Code Ann. 14-14-806(4) is harmonious with Amendment 100, and 

also how the Local Ordinance is harmonious with Ark. Code Ann. 14-14-806(4).   

First, Ark. Code Ann. 14-14-806(4) is harmonious with Amendment 100.  

Under state law, a resolution is simply a mechanism by which a governing body 

such as the quorum court makes statements of policy “merely to express an opin-

ion.”  Ark. Code. Ann. § 14-14-904(j).  According to Amendment 100, the letter of 

support from the county judge accomplishes the same end as a resolution of sup-

port from the quorum court; therefore, it follows that the letter of support is also 

merely an expression of opinion.  Accordingly, neither the letter of support from 

the county judge nor a resolution of support by the quorum court is a legislative act 

that would violate 14-14-806(4), but rather they are simply general acts under Arti-
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cle 5 §1 of the Constitution of Arkansas.  Such a general act would not violate Sec-

tion 14-14-806(4) because that statute plainly speaks only about legislative acts; 

therefore, Amendment 100 and Section 14-14-806(4) can operate in harmony.  

Second, the Local Ordinance is harmonious with 14-14-806(4).  Under Arti-

cle 5 § 1 of the Arkansas Constitution, “The second power reserved by the people 

is the referendum, and . . . legal voters may, by petition, order the referendum 

against any general Act.”  Article 5 is very clear that the right of referendum ap-

plies to counties by stating that the “referendum powers of the people are hereby 

further reserved to the legal voters of each . . . county as to all local, special and 

municipal legislation of every character in and for their respective . . . counties.” 

The Local Ordinance calls for a legal vote of the people before the county 

officials provide support for a casino operator.  This vote properly aligns with Ar-

ticle 5 § 1 of the Arkansas Constitution, and it also aligns with the motto of our 

great state, “Regnat Populus.”  Ark. Code Ann. § 1-4-107 (meaning “the people 

rule”).  Because the Local Ordinance is simply calling for the local officials to re-

fer their expression of opinion to the people for a vote, the lack of legislative action 

also keeps the Local Ordinance in harmony with 14-14-806(4). 

In conclusion, the Local Ordinance is not an unlawful regulation of casino 

gaming.  Rather it is simply a mechanism to legislate the conduct of county affairs.  

Additionally, any attempt to read the Local Ordinance as contradictory to state 
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statute also fails because the Local Ordinance can and should be read in harmony 

with the state Constitution and the Arkansas code.     

VIII. CONCLUSION 

 The Trial Court’s order granting the motion to dismiss under 12(b)(6) should 

be reversed and remanded for a number of reasons.  First, the court erred because it 

based its 12(b)(6) decision on a question of law while the Arkansas standard calls 

for sufficiently pleaded facts.  As exemplified, CFABPC sufficiently pleaded the 

facts.  Second, the Trial Court improperly denied a Rule 15 motion to amend or 

supplement pleadings because subsequent events materially altered the direction of 

the case. The Trial Court acted improvidently by exercising judgment in a thought-

less manner and without due consideration.  Lastly, even if this Court affirms that 

the 12(b)(6) motion hearing was the proper venue to decide a question of law and 

that the Rule 15 motion was properly denied, the order granting the Motion to 

Dismiss should still be reversed because Pope County’s Local Ordinance is consti-

tutional.  The Local Ordinance both harmonizes with the Arkansas Constitution, 

and it properly invokes the rights of the people as reserved under the Arkansas 

Constitution without conflicting with any constitutional provision or state statute. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
       /s/ Jerry L. Malone  
Jerry L. Malone (Bar ID: 85096)  
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P. O. Box 4638  
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